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This study analyzes the current U.S. posture with respect to strategic and
critical minerals. The energy crisis of the 1970's focused attention on
nan-fuel minerals which could have the same disatrous economic consequences as
oil. Non-fuel mineral resources supplied by foreigners became the subject of
wide debate as to the effects of a supply curtailment during an emergency.

7he national stockpile was created to hedge against catastrophic
conditions if supplies were diminished during such an emergency. Hwever, the
national stockpile is short of its goals by a major amunt in certain
minerals. This shortage coupled with the recognized deteriorization in the
defense industrial base led Congress to pass the National Materials and
Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980. It requires the
Aministration to establish a coherent national materials and minerals policy
and a coordinated program for assuring the availability of materials crit 4 =-- -
for our nation's w ll being defense and industrial production. The
administration responded with a policy statement and a plan in April 1982. It
emphasized activity in the following areas:

L ftdaral land availability.
2. Material research and development.
3. minerals and materials data collection.
4. Strategic and critical materials stockpile policy.
5. Regulatory refom.
6. Coordination of national materials policy through the cabinet council

on Natural Rsources and -wiraznt.

The body of the paper describes the general nature of the strategic and
critical minerals issues and illustrates those issues with case studies on two
specdfic minerals: Cobalt and Titanium. Sam conclusions are smn rized
below:

he united States is at risk with respect to supplies of critical and
strategic materials which could imsact defense capabilities during emergency
situation. This position occurs riot only because of our d---dene upon
foreign sourves of suply but as A result of our declining industrial base.
This decline wa caused by limited land availablty, restrictive
wiromntl regulation and to som extent political interests.

Sustitute materials are a viable anam to the resource vulnerability
prablem but the eonmics of the situation currently does nat foste their
use. Mc needs to be done in research and at on the ecoouic
creation of substitutes and their mufacturing process.

The ministration has set forth a coherent policy now we need a coherent
gcoech by Congress to enact the legislation and provide the resources to
iqplmant that policy.

I
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Another call for the application of resources is the fulfillment of the
national stockpile goals. The legislation exists the resources need only be

applied to provide this valuable hedge against supply disruptions.

Pending legislation to update the Defense Product Act of 1.950 which
* focuss on a rejuvenation of the defense industrial base is needed to provide

irnitry the incentives to invest and sustain the industrial capacity
necessary for our nation's defense.

xi
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1.1 A Prologue of U.S. on bceiqn Minerals.

Me energy crisis of the 1970's reminded the citizens of the United

States that the resources of the earth are finite. rn fact, in October of

1973, the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OWS) sent shock

waves throug the world when it announced that it had decided to decrease the

peou-tion of crude oil and to place an oil embargo on the U.S. and Holland.

This historic decision represented a mjor turning point in Middle East

politics, in the relaticoship between the Arab states and the rest of the

world; and, in a wider sense, between raw material producing and consming

nations. fMe had been s9m signs before October 1973 that the

instrialized nations visions of an ever wemxling use of oil ight not be

fulfilled. In fact, in the early 19701s, several Arab states bad spoken of

the need to cone their resources and to obtain the highest possible

revnues for their no1n p ishble resources. Neverteless, in 1972 few
a

VK auw in acedmia, gor verrun, or even in the oil industry, were prepared

for the devlpnt of an oil shortage in the U.S.; or, the sube-en

decision by OW to use oil as a political weapon to further Arab aim in

world politics. T iepact of these -2v1.j ws indi ate and far

reaiing. Oil had become a vital part of every developed country's economy.

Mhe U.S., Western Zarope, and Japan were sudMenly confronte with the prospect

of recession or depression, of millions uAnwplyed, and, at best, a tremnous

1
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increase in the costs of their products. The developing nations also were

deeply affected, for their aspirations of rapid economic development were

suddenly crushed as the price that they had to pay for oil increased sharply,

thus draining precious, scarce resources from investmnt projects. The supply

of oil, because of its international dimensions, was clearly an issue that

deeply affected the political and economic interrelationships of states, their

foreign policies and even the structure of the international syste. Arab

use of oil as a weapon to achieve political objectives was branded by many

observers and statemmn as blackmail. For those on the rece ving etd, the

Arab action was indeed an attmpt to compel a particular action by threats.

Oil cartel supporters claimed that the Arabs were simply doing what statesmn

had been doing for centuries: employing national resources to secure

political aiims1

The dangers of a high depen ne on foreign sources for any itm

essential to our nation's survival is best illustrated by the CM oil

emtargo. While oil is the best known and most iaportant single comodity

subject to possible cartel-type actions, it is important to rememer that it

is pcobably not the only one.

no sooner had we scmwhat recovered from the energy dilema, when

there were media reports of another type of crisis. Several prminent lades

and gt officials ware claiming that our industrial base was declining

ad that we probably could not meet the projected r of a war tim

mobilization effort. This situation bee widely known during the hearings

of the Dfense Industrial Base Panel of the Committee on Armed Services, House

of Fepesentatives, in Decmer of 1980. 'he mjor findings of the hearings

2
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are detailed in a report entitled, The Ailing Defense Industrial Base:

Uniready for Crisis. The report stated: "The general] conditions of the

defense indu trial base has deteriorated and is in danger of further

* deterioration in the coming years; a shortage of critical materials, combined

4 with a resulting dependence on uncertain foreign souces for these materials,,

is endangering the very foundation of our defense capabilities. These

shortages are a -n -I-nt challenge to the Congress, the Departent of

Defense# the defense industry and the civilian econmy.4

The energy crisis and the ailing defense industrial base issues both

hi~li~t~dthe fact that the security of industrialized duoatcsocieties

depends in large masure not only upon military strength in being but also

upon having viable econouies. &=hi economzies facilitate development of

sopisicaedmilitary material and provide a soiiainbase with

Substantial elemnts capabl of rapid conversion to defense anid

d=Ef*upor ting production. Viewed in this context, adequate =1 i es of

virtually every maiterial are a strategic necessity. A brief look at hlu=

history reinforces the preswqption that we have always been dependent on

critical materials.

N 1.2 Critical Materials - A Historical Perspective.

Flood and waetr the basic subsistence of man,, has always been a

strategic japorctance. The Book of Gennesis explains how the stockpile of grain

that was stored during the seven years of plenty permitted agypt to survive

the Same years of famine that followed. Wood and stone ware strategic

materials to ancient man. Copper was a strategic aterial in ancient agypt,

3
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followed by bronze in both the Mediterranean world and the Far East. 3 The

story of ancient civilizations' dependence on critical materials goes on and

The United States was concerned early on with the potential

~ availability of strategic materials outside of its own borders. Camdore

Perry's Far East Naval Mqmition of 1852-1864, had specific orders to look

for and to samle Likely coal deposits in the Far Erst in anticipation of the

future needs of a stemn propelled navy. 4 Ho~wever, more than any other

industrialized nation of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

the U.S. could menet the wist urgent of its mineral needs from within its amn

borders. Butt the capacity of the Unkited States to produce and consu have

mae it a have-not nation in manny of the most important industrial raw

materials.

1:.3 Itie U.S. Situation.

2Ae U.S. situation with regard to. critical materials is important to

understand in this context. However,, it is first necessary to examine sm

definitions in dealing with the problems of mineral dependency. The tem

'strategic and critical materials' man that they ace needed to supply the

militacy, industrial, and essential civilian needs of the United States during

a national emrgency and are not found or produced in the United States in

sufficient qamtiim to uue* such need. 5

2we current non-fuel mineral posture indicates that dometically

produced non-fuel materials of mineral origin are valued at over $225 billion

anu15ally. Domestic bources acount for the major part of our total mineral

4



materials suplies; but, iuaorts supply significant quantities of a broad

spectrum of mineral materials (Figure 1). The result is a non-fuel mineral

trade imbalance of approximately $2 billion. urther, an assessment of

strategic vulnerability must include an examination of other countries besides

the U.S. Nations with which we are closely allied are even more dependent on

imports for important non-fuel minerals than is the U.S. What is significant

as well is the cmist block is largely self sufficient. This self

sufficiency is a result of a long pursued policy of autarky on the part of the

U.S.S.R. The aelpnt of its mineral resorces, within a gaint land mas of

8-1/2 million square miles, has been a prime objective of the U.S.S.R. ever

since the Revolution of 1917.6

An assesmnt of our position with respect to any particular material

must not only include import depandence, but many other factors. Materials on

hand in the strategic stockpile, other governmnt stocks, and industry stocks

are also significant. Plr example, our presenm posture in several important

materials such u tint tungsta, mangaese and choim would be quite

different were it not for the strategic stockpile. The strategic stockpile,

eer, can only be called upon for defense purposes.

Possibilitie of sutitutes and alternates mt also be considered,

as must the possible use of low-grade --corca domstic mineral

deposits. Deposits o dred -- za today could becom sources of

supply at som future tim. weau of Mines research ircludes recovering

dirmiiu, nickel, and cobalt from laterite deposits and from flue dusts,

plating wastes and other residue. nother illustration of possible changes

5
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exists in the autcmotive industry. One manufacturer predicted that by 1985

'S net weights could be reduced by 15-20 percent from 1978 weights. Aluminum,

magnesium, plastics and fiberglass are being given increasing attention as

substitutes for the traditional steel in an autxabile.

1.4 Emergency Management.

a of our mineral resources is the reqonsibility of several

executive departments. The Department of Interior, pursuant to Emcutive

Orders under the Defense Production Act and the Stockpiling Act, is

resonsible for emrgeny readiness plans and programs for non-fuel minerals.

The Interior Department is responsible for mines, concentrating plants,

refineries, ores, concentrates and other materials treated in such

facilities. The Depaerit of Comarce is responsible for facilities and

materials that are further along in the chain of processing and utilization;

and, it maintains the Defense Materials System to channel materials to defense

and defense-related production. Steel, coger, alumima, and nickel have been

designated as controlled mate ials and are the basis of the Defense Materials

Systeem. The Deartmnt of Interior has chartered the flirgency Minerals

Administration to carry out actual erations in the event of a major

mrgenCY. In uergencies, the Departmnnt of Interior operates under the

direction of the fteral Eargency -anagmamt Agency (FM) . FM# an

ind;en-mnt agency, was. created in 1979 to cnsolidate tke emrgency planning,

civil defense, and disaster relief functions of the government.

The Bureau of Mines monitors domstic production, imports, exports,

stocks, and oain of all major non-fuel minerals. As a result of this

7
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continual endeavor, the Bureau of Mines has the framework needed to discharge

priorities, allocation, and supply expansion responsibilities under the

appropriate legislation. In the event of a supply disruption, the first

action to be taken would be to monitor exports, followed, if necessary, by

export controls. The Secretary of Commerce is charged with monitoring exports

and contracts for export of any nonagricultural good and at some point in a

serious shortage situation, recourse to the strategic stockpile might be

required. Export controls, priorities and allocation, and stockpile releases

are only tporary masures with limited effectiveness. Any long standing

supply disruption would call for supply expansion programs under Title III of

the Defense Production Act. These would cover not only domestic deposits but

also deposits in reliabl foreign sources. The Bureau of Mines "ould

•% remAm needed mineral suply expansion programs to FM , which would then

* direct the General Services Administration (GSA) to make the necessary

contractual arrangements. 7

1.5 Te Outlook.

The energy crisis of the 1970's and the publicity given the decline of

the U.S. defense industrial base has underlined the need to be concerned about

critical non-fuel minerals. United States citizens were struck with the fact

that we were dangerously vulneralbe to the WKP-type mineral cartels. The

m mm m mmm wla, Ui m * i , , * ..... -. .. . . ....-.. - *. -.-. -.
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dangers of a high dependence on foreign sources for any item essential to our

nations survival is probacly best illustrated by the cartel which caused:

*price escalation, shortages, inflation, dollar devaluation, trade deficits,

and economic stagnation (Figure 2). There is reasor, to believe one, or a

combination of similar pressures could occur with materials such as chromium,

cobalt, titanium, nickel, and others.

N The problems of mineral dependency are foreign, domestic, economic,

sociological and political. The questions regarding domestic and foreign

resources, foreign dependency, stockpiling, mobilization supplies, production,

substitutes and legislation are all interrelated. This report will attempt to

provide information, analyze the situation and then synthesize the issues

regarding strategic and critical materials. Lastly, conclusions and

M. --tions are offered to improve the materials impact on national

security. oUrther, two case studies, one on cobalt and the other on titaniun

are provided as an examination of two representative examples of criti cal and

strategic materials. Cobalt and titanimn were selected after consultation

with experts from FM, Depart ent of Interior, and Department of Defense

primaily becaus of their unique physical properties with regard to their

cyensivr uses in defense-related industries.

1.6 Problm Statment.

This paper investigates the U.S. posture with reSards to strategic and

critical mon-fuel minerals. The areas investigated include national
policy/legislation, requirements determination, vulnerability, production,

a-sbstitutes, and foreign and domnstic resources. Case studies on Cobalt and

Titanilm are included as representative examples of specific, critical and

strategic materials that are essential -o U.S. national iaty.

9



FIGURE 2
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9A: C r.A II

.II1 General.

Until well after World War 1, the U.S. produced 90 percent of the

materials it consumd although even then, significant raw materials were being

imported. Since that time, other than briefly during World War II, there has

been a steady decrease in both the import and domestic processing of almost

all raw materials, and a proportionate increase in the import of the refined

and processed materials. -, s has resulted from the rising trends

of natIonalia. within the third world where the exopriation of U.S. owned

coqienis abroad, together with increased foreign taxation and constraints on

U.S. oumrship has reduced U.S. capability to import many raw materials. In

a* ition, many of the countries owning the raw materials, having abindant

supply of inepesive labor, also desire the value added costs that result

frm refining and processing these materials the lves. Concurrently, high

eucgy and labor costs in this country, ge with the restrictive

enviroimentl. regulations which have greatly increased the difficulty and cost

of damstic mineral exploration and processing, have forced U.S. industry to

become more heavily dependent on thes foreign sources. Mhe end result has

been that not only does the U.S. now depend on foreign sources for many of

these strategic caw materials but also for peocing the materials as well.

The decline in U.S. merchant shpping has resulted in an increased

on foreign tranortatiaon at a tim when the U.S. and allied navies no longer

can provide sI ntmeted security to the sea lanes conecting the U.S. to its

12*%.j L° t.. . . .



overseas suppliers. Por instance, none of the principal world suppliers of
chrite or titanium (rutile), and less than 10% of the suppliers of cobalt,

managnese, and platinum, group metals are located within the Western

Himisxphre, and these materials could be subject to disruption if the sea

lanes were closed. The =sption rates for soame of these and several of the

other critical minerals, however, are in relatively small quantities and could

be transorted by air if necessary. FoPr several years, virtually all of the

cobalt exports from Zaire were flown out of the country due to the insecure

rail transportation network in and within neighboring countries.

A more significant consecance has been the overall decline in the

industrial base and loss of the associated skills which has simultaneously

oocured. within the U.S. On~e of the methods the U.S. has chosen to deal with

this vulnerability is the creation of a national stociTile. Currently, there

are 93 elmnts in 61 groups of materials designated as strategic and critical

for purposes of mtaining national stockpile reserves. Of these, there are

airoxmately 20 minarals for which the U.S. depends upon foreign suppliers

for greater than 50 percent of its supply. 1 Although the annual 1--y

percentage will vary sommhat, there are also sote of these materials for

which the U.S. is virtually 100 percent dependent on foreign sources, som of

which are distant and of rl A eliablIty. Pending any goenmiat

legislation to ipove this situation, it is likely to remain un edmne and in

all roability will further deteriorate.

%ch of the world's production and reserves of a ntber of our

critical materials are located in two armeas of the world;

13
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Siberia and southern Africa. These two areas contain 99 percent

of the world's manganese ore; 97 percent of the world's

vanadium; 96 percent of the world's chromium; 87 percent of the

world's diamonds; 60 percent of the world's vermiculite; and 50

percent of the world's flourspar, iron ore, asbestos and

uranium. Zaire and Zambia now provide 65 to 75 percent of the

world's cobalt. In 1979 the U.S. had to import over $25 billion

worth of non-fuel minerals. This dependence on foreign sources

for raw materials vital to our industries has been increasing

for many years for several reasons including: techology

advansnts and legislative and regulatory restrictions impsed

on the U.S. mining industry. 2

Despite any- of the concerns expressed, from an overall economic

stanpoint, the U.S. in 1980 still operated a positive raw materials trade

balance of $6 billion in exports compared to $5 billion in imports. There

was, however, a trade deficit in processed minerals with $23 billion export

compared to $25 billion imported with an overall net deficit in 1980 of $1

billion. 3

11.2 Efternal, Factors.

Of further concern is the relatively well off position of the U.S.

when ad with its allies who depend aich more heavily on inorts for many

of their strategic raw materials. Western Europe imports 75 percent and Japan

90 percent of all its raw materials.

The Soviet Union on the other hand is for all practical purposes,

resource independent and in some cases has deliberately invested in developing

14



production and processing facilities excessive to its apparent estimated

needs. It is also spreading its influence in central and southern Africa and

other areas upon which the U.S. depends heavily for materials.

This depency and possible vulnerability of the U.S. to distant foreign

sources of supply has been a major concern since the catastrophic political

and economic consequences brought on by the oil embargo in 1973. Defense and

Industry experts have expressed grave concerns over the spectre of similar

situations occurring within the critical non-fuel minerals. They feel the

, U.S. has now become dangerously vulnerable to an COgE type mineral cartel or

A that in the event of full scale hostilities it would be cut off from its

overseas suppliers.

Obviously, the vulnerabilities vary for each non-fuel mineral

dependent on a number of factors. There is also a wide range of

interpretations as to which minerals constitute strategic materials. Although

potential douestic sources for several strategic materials are known, their

uathn would require directed incentives. In addition, peacetime

exploitation of these could be hampered by predatory foreign producers who

could econmically afford to substantially reduce the prices on the open

market thus rendering U.S. efforts caiqaratively more expensive if pursued.

import depenencealso does not necessarily imply vulnerab Ity since

there are varying degrees of both dependence and vulnerability. ior instance,

the U.S. currently receives 25 percent of its non-fuel mineral inLorts from

Canada a friendly country and reliable supplier. In addition, of 12 critical

minerals identified as vital to U.S. defense production efforts; seven

15



-. '.minerals, cobalt, columbium, nickel, platinum group metals, tantalum, titanium

(ilmenite) and tungsten are produced, some in significant quantities, and

exported by Canada. So while the U.S. is in all probability most inort

dependent on Canada, it is also least vulnerable to a cut off by Canada based

on the historical good relations that have existed between our two countries.

At the same time, while many of these materials are readily available from

Canada and other neighboring countries during peacetime conditions, assuming

that Canada Wul continue to be an ally in the event of worst case scenario,

a prolonged conventional war with the Soviet Union, (nuclear warfare not being

considered relevant to this problem) Canada might be hard pressed to support

U.S. surge requirements while at the same time trying to meet their own

increased defense needs. Assuming, of course, that U.S. defense industries

~remain somewhat capable of conducting a surge in production. Reliance on

either Canada or Mexico where land transportation is relatively secure, is

obviously less vulnerable than an unstable or unfriendly country located

thousands of miles across the ocean.

Cn the other hand, our greatest vulnerability would be our deende

jfor mineral resources imported from the Co.mmist countries; however, other

hart chzomium sow of whic'i the U.S. obtains fLom the U.S.S.R., the U.S.

imports little in the way of significant quantities of these materials from

these countries. Even during the Vietnam war, the U.S. was still importing

chromium from the U.S.S.R. This in spite of the fact that the Soviets had

imposed a chromium embargo during the Korean war.

16
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Sam of the other factors that must be considered when assessing the

. vulnerability of any given material are:

- Major and alternate suppliers.

- Number of suppliers and their geographic distribution.

- Political and economic reliabilities of suppliers.

- Relationships or associations between common suppliers.

- Geographic proximity of suppliers to the U.S. and other suppliers.

- Transportation network across land, together with access to ports

*and sea lanes and distances to be travelled.

- Potential for disruption of production or transportation due to

cartel, embargo, civil war or uprising, hostile neighbor or other activities.

- Availability of substitutes and in turn reliability of sources or
il i s of these substitutes.

- guantities of materials required and quantity of this material in

the National Stockpile.

- Essentiality for the defense effort.

- Iqmact of disruption to U.S. mobilization efforts and economy from

sbort to long-term cut off.
- D of the suppliers' economy on U.S. market for the material.

- Availability of dometic deposiis and time required to achieve

podtion level.

11.3 Internia Factos.

In addition to the external factors that contribute to U.S.

vulnerability, certain U.S. vernment environmental and human rights policies

17
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are contributing factors to the degree of vulnerability. For instance,

several years ago, while chromium demands were high, environmental Laws on

clear air caused an increase in chromium for pollution control equipment and

devices. At the same time, the U.S. goverrment unilaterally placed an embargo

on Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) who was then our chief importer of chromium. Other

environmental restrictions were also imposed on the obsolescent ferrochromium

industries in this country thereby reducing their production capabilities

while the export of stainless steel scrap, each ton containing approximtely

400 pounds of chrome, was unrestricted. 4

Investment in non-fuel mineral production has been substantially

".: reduced in the past several years and many legislative actions continue to

undermine what was ten years ago a stable and healthy domestic mining

1*',' industry. Accupanying the move of investment to more profitable industries,

has been a migration of the technical talents further eroding the inzstry by

. decreasing know-how and further discouraging investment. At the sm tim,

U.S. lands have been withdrawn from exploration and dewvlopment, and

environmental policies have forced the processing of minerals overseas. In

part, the blame for same of this can be placed on both the gov rmnt and on

industry. Government places tight environmental controls on the mining and

processing indutries in order to pxotect our own environmnts; industry on

the other hand cannot afford the high prices of these controls and thus both

evade the responsiilities by exporting the pollution problms to other

nations. Thus, a more comprehensive strategic and critical minerals policy

must be created to integrate the needs of the nation for defense materials,

clewa air and political interests.
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CHAP= III

PRODWTIM4

Under the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended, and the Defense

Indutrial 1lserve Act of 1973, the Secretary of Defense is tasked with

tthe nucleus of governt owned plants and equipment to support

defnse needs in a national emergency. The latter act further stipulates that

to the mmaximum extant possible reliance will be placed on the private sector

to riort defense needs.

Thus prim reliance is placed on appeozimtely 25,000 to 30,000 prime

contractors and over 50,000 other subcontractors, and while DOD production and

efacilities are extensive many are old and in poor repair. Since

private industry operates on a profit motive together with assurances of

continued long term operation, thes incentives become the necessary

motivators by gormmnt seeking to attract contractors. However, since the

Vietnam war many c ntactors have foLund gt contracts unattractive due

to their short duration and the many policies and regulations they are forced

to comply with.

Amn the major findings in the %Mport of the Defense Industria.. ase

Panel on the Comittee on Armed Services, Ham of Repcesentatives during the

sem session of the Ninety-Sixth Coness on Ailing Defense Indutrial

Mae: eedy for Crisis* Comittee Print No. 29) were these:

20



FINDINS AND RELATICNS

Among the major findings of the panel were the shortages of critical

materials with a resulting increased dependence on uncertain foreign sources

for thes materials. It was felt that this dependence was endangering the

very foundation of our defense capilities. It was recognized that these

actual and potential shortages represented a mumnt challenge to Congress,

the Dpartment of Defense, the defense industry overall and the civilian

cmnty.

In addition the general condition of the defense industrial base was

identified as having seriously deteriorated and was in danger of further

deterioration in the future; and that there appeared to be no .on going

Departmnt of Defense programs of adequate plan .- .rrl z,.

Included in the specific findings related to the shortages of critical

materials and the resultant heavy dependen"e on foreign sources for these

materials, was the fact that the U.S. did not have an effective non-fuel

minerals policy that promotes U.S. national security interests. Also cited

was the lack of knowledge about the total potential mineral resources of this

county and the excessive goverrutntal re t which stifle and cripple

the basic mineral imiustries of the U.S. Many of the identified resources

whic exist within the 750 million acres of public lands cannot be further

explored or developed due to restrictive environmental regulations.

The critical materials edsting within the national stockpile are in

eam caies ,woefully inadequate to meet the industrial base requirments. In

21
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other cases, those materials on hand were not of sufficient purity or in a
4..

for adequate to meet the needs of current technology. Thus necessitating

additional processing in order to expedite their usage during a time of

emergency.

The basic provisions of the Strategic and Critical Materials

Stockpiling A=t (50 U.S.C. 98) and Title III of the Defense Production Act of

1950 (50 U.S.C. App 2061) were not being adequately implemented.

Inclded in expert testimony during the Defense Indutrial Base Panel

proceedings were the following cints on the general state of the industrial

base as it existed at the end of 1980.

- There was a significant increase in production lead times after

1976, for eaiple:

- Prom 1976 to 1980, the typical delivery span of alumimn

forgings increased from 20 to 120 weeks.

- Fm 1977 to 1980, the delivery span for aircraft landing

gears grew from 52 to 120 weeks.

- From 1978 to 1980 the delivery span for integrated circuits

more than doubled, from 25 to 62 weeks.

- Trai 1978 to 1980 normal lead t s for miltary jet engines

increased from 19 to 41 months

Mny of these lead time tluwoks resulted from the closure of

forging and a=ting faCiliies and the lac of con t of

now fwiliIi . During the 1970s literally hundred. of

foirderies closed as a result of environmntal, health and

safety lam and regulations invosed by the Federal Goverrumnt.

22
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- In the area of critical manpower shortages, it was predicted

that the country would be short 250,000 machinists by 1985.

Unlike in World War II, when under full mobilization thousands

of farmers, housewives, construction laborers, clerks and others

were rapidly trained within weeks to build thousands of aircraft

engines, todays engine tolerances are too tight and the

equipment too sophisticated and would require from one to three

years of specialized training.

- The lack of investment by the defense sector of U.S. Industry

has resulted in a situation where 60 percent of metal working

equipment used in defense contracts is over 20 years old.

- Government policies have proven to be counter productive and

discouraging to the discovery and develoment of mineral

deposits. There are 80 different laws administered by 20

different federal agencies which directly or indirectly affect

the domestic non-fuel mineral industry.

In addition to the self isposed policies which have helped to erode

the industrial base is the factor of foreign comiLetition which in many cases

is subsidized by the caeting ots. We import m ny raw materials and

also senad our raw material overseas because it is cheaper than what it wuld

cost us to mine or peocess them domestically. In order to remain in business

umny U.S. firms are setting up plants oversea where labor costs,

enwironmntal standards, taxes and energy and transportation costs are more

favorable. We find, however, that we are becoming more and more dependent on

23
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foreign suppliers. This benefits us during time of relative peace, but it

could prove catastrophic during periods of hostilities in which we are cut off

from our suppliers and no longer have the domestic capabilities to support

ourselves. This situation has occurred directly in the aluminum, copper, zinc

and ferrous alloy industries, where American mining industries have shifted

them industrial processing operations to locations outside the continental

United States. It has also occurred indirectly due to foreign competition in

end products. The foreign competition in the automobile industry has had only

impcted on the domestic autonbile producers themelves, but has also had a

widespread impact on the steel industry and many other associated industries

all the way back to the suppliers of basic raw materials.
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CHAPTER IV

IV.l CAEral

Many materials exist which can be used as substitutes for strategic

and critical material. Te possibilities of substitution vary considerably

from metal to metal, and in some cases the metals to be used as substitutes

ace as strategic and vulnerable a the metals they are to replace. To a large

exmte while substitutes for many itm have been available for umny years,

factors such as relative physical properties with respect to desir.tL--

*oer o , cprative prices and current state of technology determine the

atent of thei usage.

IV.2 Substitutes.

S'The U.S. Bureau of Mines has mom d many ble substitutes,

lwver, many of these are either currently more expensive or do not meet the

performano standards desired. Other substitutes are of equal cost and

perfomne but muld require several years to transition into the alternate

and vith a relatively stable supply of the existing critical material ensured

under peacetime conditions, there is little incentive to make the change.

One of the most critical minerals for erican industry, and the

defense effort in particular, is chromium for which the U.S. is almst 100

percent depuent on South Africa and to som extent the Soviet Union. As

with other stategic minerals, several new low chromium free aLloys have
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already been developed that could greatly reduce western demand for chromium,

but chromim's relative abundance on the market and favorable buildup in the

national stockpile, together with current low prices, have not provided

sufficient incentives to justify full-scale commercial production of these

substitutes.1

.4

iv.3 Comsites.

one of the most attractive and widely known area of substitute

possibilities is the family of composites. The Department of Defense has also

been working on comiposite materials for almost 20 years. Composites are
man-=mde materials composed of two or more conents which when bonded have

properties different from those of the respective camponents. They usually

consist of reinforcing fibers imbedded in a plastic, metal or carbonaceous

material.

The Navy has inestig ted numerous applications for metal matrix

cmposites. Substitution of metal-matrix composites for steel in supersonic

tactical missiles can provide weight savings of almost 70 percent. 7he use of

carbon/carbon composites provides substructure thermal protection on advanced

reentry systems and the metal-matrix composites higher allowable service

taiqeratures are used with the carbon cou osite kwat shields. The Nvy is

also investigating the use of metal-matrix composites in high energy lasers in

which a 400 percent weight reduction is possible when corVared vith current

molybentu optic.

These metal-matrix composites also offer substitution potential for

critical or long lead-tim materials such as chromium, cobalt, titanium, or
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beryllium. A graphite fiber reinforced magnesium alloy composite has the

stiffness, strength and dimensional stability properties equal or superior to

those of beryllium at the same weight. In another example, titanium sheet

clad graphite fiber demonstrated structural properties comparable to a solid

sheet of titanium one and one half times thicker using only seven percent

* titanium. This composite can save as much as 93 percent of the titanium

conventicnally used. A great deal of attention is being given to these

composites as substitutes for strategic and critical material since they are

all prcduced domestically. 2

Some of the most critical materials are used in high performance jet

engines and while substitutes could be used in comercial aircraft engines

" with an acceptable degradation in performance, they would be unaeptable for

use in military aircraft engines where the outcome of air activities depend

primarily on aircraft performance.

-,

. IV. 4 Conservation.

The F-100 turbofan engine which powers two of our most modern

airplanes, the F-IS and F-16 requires 14,030 pounds of materials all of which

is categorized as strategic and critical, 5366 pounds of titanium, 5204 pounds

of nickel, 1656 pounds of chromium, 910 pounds of cobalt, 720 pounds of

-aliimm, 171 pounds of columblit and three pounds of tantalum. 3 With the

en.ption of chromium, the stockpile holdings for these are far below the

levels required. Additionally, fabrication of the engine conpoents involves

much wasted effort and considerable loss or down grading of the materials.

The completed engine only weighs 3020 pounds, thus achieving the shapes and
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form desired in the final product means a weight loss of eighty percent of

the materials originally used. Research is underway to find substitutes and

alternate materials to develop near net shape forming and to recycle the high

alloy scrap. While conservation is desirable, reprocessing the scrap must

* also be economically cometitive with the market prices. 4

As prices of critical materials increase, substitution and recovery

processes will become more practical and in the long run, recycling will

becomie increasingly more important to domestic critical materials prodcton.

Substitutes for critical and strategic materials are available, however, they

are not currently economical substitutes. Although Imuch development has taken

place more is needed in areas of producing substitute materials and the

manufacturing processes to make them viable cmqpetitors in the market place.

J The substitute materials must be taken out of the laboratory and put into

production.
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CHAPER V

.1..

NA.TIONAL P.ICY

V.1 Introduction.

Prior to 1980, the United States lacked a formal, ccmprehensive, and

coherent statemnt of national policy on strategic and critical non-fuel

minerals. This deficiency was corrected on 21 October 1980 with the passage

of the National aterials and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of

1980 (PL96-479). The 1980 law requires that the program for implemntation of

this policy be coordinated through the Executive Office of the President.

Bw the President has est the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources

and ioumnt for the purpose of coordinating national materials policy.
he National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and Developnt

Act of 1980 was preceded by such key pieces of legislation as 7he Strategic

and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of 1946, The Defense Production Act o-

1950, and 7he Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Revision Act of

1979. Them pieces of legislation form the foundation for establishing a

em isive, coherent program for assuring the availability of necessary

suplies of strategic and citical rwcl-fuel minerals. Pertinent provisiocus ,.

the ator 1 tloned legislation are presented below.

V.2 The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of

194 -(P1. 79-520).

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of 1946 is the
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cornerstone of legislation with respect to natianal policy for strategic and

critical materials. Section 98 of the Act declares the following policy:

... to supply the industrial, military and naval needs of the

country for common defense, it is the policy of Congress and the

purpose and intent of... this title to provide for the acquisition

and retention of stocks of these materials and to encourage the

conservation and developmnt of sources of these materials within

the United States, and thereby decrease and prevent wherever

possible and dangerous and costly depen-dene of the United States

upon foreign nations for supplies of these materials in times of

national emsrgency.
1

Section 98d of the Act provides that the President can authorize the

use of iterials from the stockpile when "... such releae is required for the

purposes of the canon defense or in time of war, or during a national

emergency with respect to c n defense... 02

V.3 7he Defense Production Act of 1950 (PL 81-774).

The D efense Production Act of 1950 su~ppAmnts the Stockpiling Act of

1946. The Act gives the President the authority to divert certain materials

and facilities from civilian use to military and related purposes, when su

divasion is required for reasons of national security. The Act also gives

the President the authority to expand certain productive facilies beyond the

levels needed to met the civilian demand, when such expansion is required for

reasons of national security. 3
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Title I of the Defense Production Act of 1950 provides specific

authority for priority in contracts and orders and priority in the allocation

of materials and facilities. Title I reads as follows:

NThe President is authorized (1) to require that performance under

contracts or orders (other than contracts of employment) which he

deems necessary or appropriate to promote the national defense

shall take priority over performance under any other contract or

order, and, for the purpose of assuring such priority, to require

acoptance and performance of such contracts or orders in

preference to other contracts or orders by any person he finds to

be capable of their performance, and (2) to allocate mterials and

facilities in such manner, upon such conditions, and to such

extent as he shall deem necessary or appropriate to promote the

national defense. * 4

It authorizes the use of priorities to insure that authorized national

defense programs are executed and that defense agencies, ontractors,

sub-contractors, and their suppliers are provided priority treatment for the

purchase of products and materials, when necessary. Me priority provided by

the Defense Priority System insures a timely flow of materials and cxqpnents

to any peogrza that iz vital to our nautonal security. lhis is not a

De~1t1rn1 of Defense priority system Rather, it is a National Priority

System. In fact, in the recent past, Congress gave priorities to "the Alaskan

petrolum and natural gas pipelin, projects, to materials for lare oil

tailcers, and to other energy-related projects."5
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'The Defense Priority System establishes two types of ratings for

defense orders, DO and CK. The O rating is normally applied to all defense

orders. Orders with DO ratings are given preferential treatment over unrated

orders. The DX rating takes priority over DO. Its use is limited to urgent

national progr and Presidential approval is required.6

Title III of the Defense Production Act of 1950 provides broad

4authority for expanding supplies of materials, and it makes specific

provisions for exploration, developiunt, and mining of strategic and critical

minerals and metals. It also makes specific provisions for the developient of

substitutes for strategic and critical materials.7 Title III makes it

possible to achieve the aforeIentioned expansion of supplies of materials and

productiv, capacity by giving the President the authority to authorize:

(1) Loan guar-.:- - -: ,i r pri"ate firtancing institutions

that provide financing to contractors for the purpose of enabling that

contractor "to expedite production and deliveries or services under Governimnt

contracts for the procurement of materials or the perfomance of services for

the national defnse.-8

(2) Direct q0verU nt loans to private busin enterprises "for

the expansion of c city, the development of tecological processes, or the

production of essential at.ials, urluding tl2 exploration, development, ar&

Smining of strategic and critical metals and mierals.*9

(3) Pavdases or putae .fitmnts of "metals, minerals, and

other materialAp, for Governmnt use or resale and for the encouragemnt of

exploration, development, and mining of critical and strategic minerals and

metals. 10
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(4) Subsidy oayments on domestically produced critical minerals

and raw materials from high-cost sources "to insure that supplies from such

high-cost sources are continued, or that maximnu production...is

a.ll%,;imaintained

(5) The installation of additional equipment, facilities,

processes or ipeovements to plants, factories, and other industrial

*- facilities owned by either the Government or private enterprise when such

installation will aid the national defense. 12

The authorities granted to the President under the Defense Production

Act of 1950 appear to be sufficient to enable us to correct many of the

problems related to domstic sources of non-fuel minerals. Sowever, "in 1975

Congress sevrely limited the broad language of the Act to provide that all

autbority extended under Title III shall be effective for any fiscal year o

to the extent, or in such auemts as are provided in advance in Appropriation

Acts. In 6ther wOrds, unless Congress appropriates the funds, Title III may

not be used. " 13

In addition, the 1981 Sur Study Panel of the Defense Science Board

evaluated the Defense Priority System. The Defense Science Board port

stated:

Thz .ystem is not working very well. A 1979 survey .. r ucted t.j

students of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces found that

only about half of DO rated orders were given priority... The

vendor survey conducted by Tems Instruments detemined that

was good at the first tier, only 50 percent at the
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second, and 25 percent at the third tier... The reasons for the

difficulties are varied, but one of the principal conclusions is

that the system isn' t well understood by either government or

contractor personnel. This causes excessive paperwork and

undermines the purpose of the system, and causes those that the

system are intended to assist to question the usefulness of the

process. 14

V.4 The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Revision Act of 1979

(PL 96-41.

The strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Revision Act of 1979

reaffirmed the need for stockpiling, conservation, and developsment of domestic

sources of non-fuel minerals. Section 2, paragraph (a) of the Act states:

The Congress finds that the natural resource of the United States

in certain strategic and critical materials are deficient or

insufficiently developed to supply the military, industrial, and

essential civilian needs of the United States for national

defense. 15

Paragraph (b) of section 2 continins as follows:

it . the purpose ofthis Act Lo proviie ..or the acquisitioit and

retwntion of stocks of certain strategic and critical materials

ad to erage t 1 LVa and devlopment of sources of

such materials within the United States and thereby to decrease

and to peclude, when possible, a dangerous and costly dependence

by the United States upon foreign sources for supplies of such

materials in times of national emegency 15
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The Stockpiling Revision Act of 1979 specifies that "the purpose of

the stockpile is to serve the interest of national defense only and is not to

be used for economic or budgetary purposes. This provision is

undkobted1y designed to preclude such past practices as President Johnson's

sale of materials from the strategic stockpile at the height of the Vietnam

War for purposes of market control and President Nixon's thwarted attempt to

use stockpile sales for purposes of price control and as a means to raise

revenues to balance the budget. 18  Indeed, the Congress clearly intends that

revenues generated from the sale of comocities from the stockpile will be

used to replenish the stockpile. Accordingly, the Stockpiling Act of 1979

establishes, within the Treasury of the United States, a National Defense

St okpile Transaction Fund which will serve as the repository for all moneys

received from the sale of materials in the stockpile. These m ys are to

rmin in the Fund until they are appropriated by the Congress, and such

a oiation will be only for the acquisition of strategic and critical

materials for the National Defense Stockpile. 19

4 The Stockpile Ruvison Act of 1979 also stipulates that *the

•uantities of the materials stockpiled should be sufficient to sustain the

$ Thitd States for a period of not less than three years in the event of a
ion rgm .'-  , urrenL. . atonal i . ,

*Widance for s k ing of strategic and critical materials is based on

planing for the first three years of a war of indefinite duration
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The Stockpileing At of 1979 provides a clear definition of strategic

and critical materials as follows:

"(1) The term 'strategic and critical materials' means material

that

(A) would be needed to supply the military, industrial, and essential

civilian needs of the United States during a national emrgency, and

(B) are not found or produced in the United States in sufficient

quantities to meet such need.

(2) The term 'national emergency' means a general declaration of

emerncy with respect to the national defense made by the

SPresident or by the Congress.'21

V.5 '&e National Materials and Minerals Policyp 1asearch and evelpment

Act of 1980 (PL 96-479).

The National Materials and Minerals Policy, Mmueth and Delopment

At of 1980 ws enacted by the Congress in response to c Ieing criticism

that the United States lacked a coherent national materials and minerals

policy and a coordinated progrm for assuring the availability of materials

critical for national economic well-bein, national defense, and industrial

yeoductin. 7he 1980 Act contains the following national policy statment on

materials and minerals:

fle Congress declares that it is the continuing policy of the

United States to promote an adequate and stable supply of

materials necessary to maintain national security, economic
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well-being and industrial production with appropriate attention to

a long-term balance between resource production, energy use, a

healthy envirormnt, natural resource conservation, and social
.4

~needs.
22

'fhe Act required the President to report to the Congress his program

plan to iplemnt and carry out the national materials and minerals policy.

MA act stipulates the following:

h.e plan shall include program and budget proposals and

organiztiona structures providing for the following minimum

elmets:

(A) policy analysis and decision determination within the

EecutiVe Office of the President;

(B) continuing long range analysis of materials use to rst

national security, economic, industrial and social

needs; the adequacy and stability of supplies; and the

industrial and eomuic Iui s of supply

shortages or disrptions;

(C) cnt private sector c sultation in Federal

mterials program; and

(D) interagency coornaton at the level of the

presid t's bngt.2 3

Pasage of the 1980 Act le to the formation of the Cabinet Cc.'il on

-Ntural k orces and Sw'izo.ment which is chaired by the m t of the

interior. National mterials policy will be coordinated through this Council.
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On 5 April 1982, President Reagan transmitted to the Congress his

program plan on the activities to be undertaken by his Administration to

decrease America's minerals vulnerability. The President made the following

statement of policy:

It is the policy of this Administration to decrease America's

minerals vulnerability by taking positive actions that will

promote our national security, help insure a healthy and vigorous

economy, create American job., and protect Amarica's natural

resources and enviroimnet.
24

The President's plan emphasizes the following areas as focal points

for the Administration's activities regarding the reduction of materials

vulnerability:
SFeder Lands Availiliy.

B. Materials Research and Dsaaelmnt.

C. Minerals and Materials Data Col t .

D. Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpile Policy.

E. Regulatory Reform.

F. Coordination of National Materials Policy Through the Cabinet

Cowcil on Natural Resources and ,nvironmnt.25

National policy and associated legislation provide a very adequate

basis for the U.S. to undertake a coqcehensive non-fuels minerals program

aimd at achieving the 3-year stockpile goal for each of the critical

matecials contained in the national stockpile. fdmver,, suoessive

adinistrations and the Congress have lacked the will to procure sufficient
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quantities of strategic and critical materials to sustain the U.S. for a

3-year period in the event of a national emergency. Thlerefore, annually, the

Muinistration should request, as a matter of priority, and the Congress

should be pressured to appropriate funds to make purchases for the national

stockpile. Additionally, the Administration should, on an annual and a

priority basis, take advantage of the provisions of Title III of the Defense

production Act of 1950 to expand this nation's productive capacity for

strategic and critical minerals and ,hencer lessen our depe -.y on foreign

source
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* cMAKR VI

.,ItAL STUEPL -RBQU U MS DEIMINATION

VI.l General.

In the U.S. today a Stockpile exists to serve the interests of

- national defense. Ninety-three materials exist in the national stockpile1

basically because of imort vulnerability. This list of materials change as

new materials are developed such as titaniu,, tantalum or columbium and as

substitutes or alternatives are developed.

The Annual Naterials Plan is a ist of stockpile materials proposed

for acquisition and disposal developed each year through an interage y

committee chaired by the Fedeal .rg cy Mt Agency (FM).

other agencies on the steering committee include: Dapartments of Dfuue,

State, Come=, Interior, Eergy, Agriculture, and Treasury, the Central

Intelignce Agency, the General Services Ad istration and the Office of

-n-1 -ht, and Budget. The planning process begins with the preliminary

proposed list of materials for purchase or disposal prepared by M. 2

This pioposed list is developed by developing anuial stockpile goals

and copring them to the current stockpile inventory. These stockpile goals

are determined based upon the shortfall between requirements and supplies.

VI.2 an Etimtes.

The stimtd rqummn are deermined by using the following
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(a) This phase begins with projections of the Gross National

Product (GN) using the Chan Econometric model. The G forecast is driven by

macroecor~nic estimates of approximately 50 variables. These variables are

consistently estimated within the context of a three year non-nuclear war

preceded by one year of warning or mobilizaton.

(b) The National Security Council planning assuamptions provide

the major policy adjustments to the variables to develop a co=rehensive

wartime GM. These planning ons adjust imports, exports, investment

and personal consumtion.

(c) Estimates for wartime GNP are developed for three tiers,

defense, essential civilian, and industrial compnts of the econay. This

is dom to take national security priorities into account and explicitly

recognizing that a pound of cobalt for a turbine engine is more important than

a pound of cobalt for cermic tile coloration. 7he three tiers are defined as

follows:
(1) Defense - All production necessary to obtain weapons,

imaowe and spor cluding the production necessary to support suppliers

of Datmne.t of Defense contractors.

(2) Esential Civilian - Thse eqpenditures necessary to

maintain the helth, safety, morale and productivity of that segment of the

p~ulati~on in support of the war or em.ergeny.

(3) General. Civilian - 7hos expendtures, which often belt-

tightening, are necessary to support the population and maintain a viable

i-0usftial base. 3
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(d) The wartime GNP estimates of production levels for individual

industries are developed separately for these tiers defined above.

The GP tiers are separated in aproximately 250 categories and

using Demand Impact Transformation Tables are converted from GNP data into
final demand for outputs of 109 industries. Using Department of Commerce

* historically developed material consumption ratios, the physical consumpton

of each of the strategic materials is computed for each specific industry.

ihe GN X Material Consumption Ratios provide estimates of:

(1) Each industry for material' s consumption

(2) Each tier and

(3) Each r of the war.

(e) Final adjustments are made which account for material

substitution. Planning factors geared to variabl risk modify the rates at

which industries substitute one material for another. With this final

adjustment,, the total requirements for a material in a particular tier in a

given year are created. 4

V'o3 Suwly Estim.ates.

The second major calculation is the available supply.

Tse supply estimates for each material are based upon the sum of

current domestic peoduction, capacity and expected imports. This information

is developd by the co dity experts in the ermit of Intirior (ft au. of

Hinm) and t a mnt of Commerce (Breau of Dwmetic Co merce). Domstic

;colhwtion and capacity information gathering is rather straightforward.

Foreign sources of supply may vary comiderably in wartime versus

peaceime.2=,z, the quantity is adjusted after examining normal supply
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patterns and expended production possibilities, where mines and other

."! procktion facilities are assumed to operate at capacity. The United States

is assumed to receive a proportionate share of the increased supplies.

Once the import supply estimates are developed they are discounted by

the following factors:

(1) Countries in the zone of action are deleted.

(2) A political reliability factor is applied to the remaining

countries conditioned by the following factors:

(a) Political orientation toward the United States

(b) Ability to sustain stockpile material exports in wmrtime

(c) Dependaility of the labor force in wartime and

(d) Vulnmrability to sabotage. 5

_. w,,JE, .f S te rate;the supplier countries with Central

Intelligwm~ Agency izq:,ts. Th~e Federal aMurgency w Iaenn Agency analyzes

teresulting numrical rankings of supplier countries and deemnstheir

contibution to sped quantities. Countries ranked below the :5th

Iercentile ace not conmidered as viable mply sources. Countries above the

35th ec Il are aceptabl for the purposes of supplying the gneral

civilian tier, and countries above the 70th percentile are eeptabl for the

euitial civilian tier. h only sources for the defense tier are Canada ,,n1

Mode* bom e of their adjoining borders, althou countries above tim 90th

prCent4Ise are cIidered.

In finsl diprountit miune aylied is for tru -tati losses.

After the Political reliability discounts, estiamtes of louses of materials

by ship or air awe sutracted frm available suliers by tier.
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This process establishes the quantity supplied by tier by year for

each matrial.6

.1
VI.4 Stockpile Goals.

The stockpile goals are now calculated for a given material by

comparing the imbalances between demand and supply by tier by year. This

s tsumtion yields an unadjusted stockpile goal. Special Materials Planning

ft-tors are used to adjust stockpile goals if a material has 60% or more of

its urnes in defense applications or if the United States is 100% import

dqxndsnt outside of Morth America. Th etrinto of the final stockpile

goals in an iterative process with review by Departumnt of Defense, e t

of State, Dwarta et of Comrce and Deparuint of interior as wml as vas.

V.5 Auial IMterials Plan.

Th Anul Mterials Plan is a list of stockpile materials pco;oed

for am-isition and disposal developed each yea). through an interagency

o ittee with similar zemntation as the group whihc ompiles the

oPile goss. PM develop@ the pseliary lit of materials for purcase

or sale and the GCaral Services Administration mk the initial asmmumet

chat could be purcbwased or sold witout uxe disruptiou -f the nornal Make",

for that mterial. 8

he list is then reviewed by a rniner of subcaittes:

(1) Strateqic Mm ~ctions de rm the impact of chwes in

defem rsquts,
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(2) International Economic and Political Impacts, determines the
S.

impact on international producers, trade agreements, and foreign producer

countries,

(3) Market I ,act, determines the impact on coamdity markets, and

(4) Ebonomic and Budgetary Impact, examines revenue and cost

projections.

After subsequent review of all member agencies and cmmnts are

incorporated, FDk submits the Annual Materials Plan to the National Security

Council and the Office of Mnagmrnt and Budget. In fiscal year 1982 the plan
49

was also sent to the Armed Services Committees. 9  In addition to the

purchase and sale rthions the plan also includes plans for rotation of

deteriorating materials and for testing the long term storage characteristics

of mterials. Tese last to are important considerations since no major

aLditions to the stockpile have been made since 1959, and no disposals

autriz d since 1973.

VIA S!=ck&ile Considerations.

2 national stockpile is not without its critics and although the

goals are establishad through a rigorous process question arise in the areas

of me Uiology, -he multil.%icity o0 earties involved ad the quantity and

quality Of stockpiled inventory.

A major restruturing of the stockpile inventory is propose

during th next several years and is neceusary because mst of the materials

were aquired in the 1950's. To fill the goals at 31 March 1982, prices would

require approximately $10 billion. The stockpile inventory contains
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a imately $7 billion of needed materials and its total value is $11

billion thus there is an excess of $4 billion which could be used to acquire

the needed materials. The main point, however, is the current .stockpile

. methodology leads to an inventory in excess of $17 billion, and future

Sacquisitions totalling $7 billion. Thse levels give rise to questions of the

methodology employed by FM.

A ctMehensive study of the methodology was conducted by the

Institute for Defense Analyses and yielded the following conclusions and major

sources of error in the process. The scenario of one year warning and three

years of war provided the greatest source of error. Defining this scenario to

be used for planning purposes is extremely difficult. This difficulty has two

resulting effects; (1) the uncertainty is translated by simtnsto the

-~ resulting moKdel cacltosand (2)' the uncertaintity of future events

iparts a strong conservative bias.

h second major contributor to model error is material usage by

industrial sector. Technological trends and sbstitution change usage rates

and influenc material reqirements. LUprOvsintms in this area must be made

through expert review by DP ,r.aInt of C ace and mparnt of Interior

cmmdity experts. A unique problun related to reqiset usage is the

irm nt of Defense iweeds of small quanuties by a majority of the output

for such materials as titanium, tantalun, and columbium. Changes in weapons

tecdwilogy and these specialized mterials should be exmined extremly

clo ely. 10

Another area of question in methodology occurs since many of the

stocJipile minerals by a majority of the defense industries. The goermtis

ean sirical data base by weapon systm to verify the results of

so
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the macro level analysis done by FE?_A and determine the real impact of

short-falls of strategic and critical minerals on specific weapons systems.

This task is being initiated by the Joint Aeronautical Material Activity at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Their initial work will involve only Air

J Force weapon systems with the eventual expansion to the other services. Eight

strategic minerals were identified for the study effort: aluminum, cobalt,

nidcel, platinum, rehniun, tantalum, and titanium as well as alloys whose

primazy composition involves one or more of these materials. This particular

group was selected because of a combination of factors, including source

cowUy instability, National stockpile shortages, and inadequate dmnestic

production or proc ess ing.

In fact the task of the Deparumt of Defense is to establish

_iture requirements to met the broad range of contingencies when material

rsair w ftare hidden in a sub-tier contractor for a major weapon. system.

The Joint Aeroumitical Material Activity is studying the ,eI-mnIs for

sewn defense related strategic and critical minerals. The competition for

scare study resources may preclude significant effort in this area in M3.11

Te study includes corent'use data by mzber of pounds per end

it= and pounds per weon systm in 83 through 89. 'fe study will thus

gatine the data to analyze weapon system Ader ,,e on sLrategic and writical

matarials and the lapact of supply interruption.

matile Interest Parties.

spmeutive Branh.

As cited earlier nmerous depit imnts and agencies

participte in the focmgation. of the stockpile goals. The motivation of the
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participants differ widely. EM'9 has to bring them together in a balanced

. ~ way. Many of the other participants such as the Department of Defense and the

State Department hold powerful positions in the Cabinet and can use their

influence to alter stockpile policy. The office of Management and Budget has

the overall responsibility to prepare the buet and it is here that stockpile

requirements must compete for the scarce dollar resources of the annual

budget. The budget item resides in the General Administration line and as

such does not appear to have a strong advocate in the Administration or

Congress.

Legisl ative Branch.

Congressional responsibility is fragmented by a number of

committees and opinions differ widely by cmittee members. Strategic

Stockpile Opolicy" is the responsibility of the Committee on Banking, Housing

and Urban Affairs. In this committee, led by Senator Proxmirep questions

ares concerning the basic asuiptions of one year mobilization and three year

war. Another of the basic assumptions questioned was the level of civilian

austerity during a major conflict. it is recognized that we stockpile for

defense needs but the needs for the general civilian add approximtely 55% to

the stockpile cost - winurance that nonessential industries will stay open

and that civilicis will mbitain rel"Lively hbyh levels if nonessetial

conua'tio. 12

Senator Schmitt also a muter of the committee on Banking, Housing

and Urban Affairs of the sam. comttee states an opposing attitude:

02wre has been concern experimeed with regard to the $7

billion a=1isition costs involved with achieving the
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-objectives of the national stockpile. owever, in a $2

trillion economy, an investment in this range, made over

several years, is not excessive. The United States mist

remain prepared for whatever emergency may confront us and

must, to the greatest extent possible, maintain its

self-sufficiency in critical materials. I hope these

hearings will provide an added impetus to the fulfilment of

the objectives of the strategic stockpile as soon as

possible.*13

During these hearings Senator Hart apeared as Chairman of the

Senate Ammd Services Subcommittee on Military Cost leduction and Stockpiles

sinm his committee had reqsonsibility-over "strategic and critical materials

for the comi defuise.m Senator Hart made the statment that, y aearance

at this hearing today should in no way be construed as agreement on my part

that the Senate aking Commtte has jurisdiction over strategic stockpile

policy. 0 4

Thus, there juri ctonal conflict in the Senate which is

urely reflected in tho Huse and no a ropriate high level advocate in the

Umoutiv Branch to bear witness to the necessity for cogent stockpile policy

and inventozy Ifavels.

Condttees who f'unctions conwn stockpiling of strategic and

critical minerals inclode:

Senate Comittees

Labor and Public Welfare
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Aeronautical and Space Science

Ccimerce

Public Works

Interior and Insular Affairs
4I

Energy and Natural Resources

Armed Services Conittee

Ways and eans Coittee

Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs

Comarce Science and Transportation

House Comittees

Science Rsearch and Tecnology

Interstate and Foreign Commrce

hnting, Finance, and Urban Affairs

Interior and Insular Affairs

Scien and Atronitics

and others

The Minerals Policy, Research and Developmnt Act, 1980, darged

that the dinistration develop a national policy stgatmnt focusing on

strategic and critical minerals. Similarly, the vast array of Congressional

%amittee jurisdictial issues reed be addressed to provide the single

legislative focal point and single fonu for the smination of that policy.

Qzlitity and Quantity of Materials in the Stockile.
Mwch of the stockpile invaTtory wsmuc*ired in the 1950's and as

madi is sspect with resect to its quality because of at least two factors;
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one, the material may have deteriorated over the time in storage and two, the

technology which produced the materials and the current technology of the use

for those materials has significantly changed. Thus, a careful review of the

quality and form of the stockpiled materials is required. Specifications for

critical materials should be developed and an analysis performed of the

characteristics of the inventoried minerals.

Approximately $4 billion is in exess of the stockpile goals. A

ccmzrehensive plan should be developed and implemented to apply this $4

billion to required minerals either through direct purchase, or barter and

exchange. This process would necessarily consider the current market

conditions to avoid major disruptions. 15
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CHAPTER VII

PENDfl LEXISLATIO4

There is a major piece of legislation to amend the Defense Production

Act of 1950, which was introduced in the House of Representatives on 3 January

1983. This legislation focuses the Congressional interest on the critical and

strategic minerals dilem of the 1980's and focuses on the need for the

revitalization of the defense industrial base of the United States.

The Defense Production Act of 1950 provides the basic law upon which to

build the necessary programs and incentives to turn around the decline in

United States industry. During the 97th Congress a bill was introduced to

extmid the Defense Production Act for five years and authorize $6.8 billion to

revitalize the defense industrial base. Hearings and ,mark-up occurred in

Much 1982 and floor action took place in August and Septmer. An amumnt

limiting the use of the DPA Title III authorities was adopted which

s aally changed the use of these authorizations and thus led to the

withdrml of the bill.. An amnded Seate bill deleted rarly all changes to

the Deftm Production Act enept a simple six month extension which was

.ialy passed by both touses. Tus, te Uefense Production Act of l O- .

extended until 31 arch 1983.

The stage is no set for the trodu o in the 98th Congress on a bill

to crvitalize the defems industrial base of the United States through

um mIt of the Defense Production Act of 1950 in the form of H.R. 13.
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The declaration of policy of the 1950 Act is amended to highlight the
y.-.. nation's reliance upon imports and recognizes international problems. It

focuses upon the defense mobilization preparedness efforts in the areas of

Spreparedness programs, industrial base improvements, and expansion of

industrial capacity beyond the levels needed to meet civilian demand. 7ese

activities are needed to reduce the time necessary for industrial

mobilization. Also inclued in the statement of policy is a charge to the

executive agencies and deprtment to continuously assess the capability of

the industrial base to satisfy peace-time requirements and increased

mobilization production requirements.

Thus, the no statent of policy crystallized on the industrial base

and its efficiency and responsiveness as the major contributor to sucoessful

mobilization to provide for national defense and national security. 2

A mber of mendments to the WA are included to strengthen the

domestic capability and capacity of the industrial base. Financial assistance

in the form of loan guarantees, price guarantees, and direct loans is to be

directed at Modernizing those industries which manufacture or supply national

defense materials and which are likely to be required in an emergency or war.

M1so finamial assistance is to be provided for expansion of domestic

capility and capacity to produce or process critical and strategic metals,

minerals, and materials. One billion dollars are marked to carry out these

activities for each fiscal year from P 1984 to BY 1988. 3

This legislation also provides for a national program to train workers

in skills to support national defense industries. Grants are provided to
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State boards of vocational education based upon a State plan approved by the

President. $250,000,000 is available for these programs each fiscal year 1984

through 1989. A similar grant program is defined for colleges and

universities for obtaining and installing modern equipment to train

professional, scientific, and technical personnel needed in the national

defense industries. $100,000,000 is available for these grants each fiscal

year from 1984 to 1988.
4

The proposed legislation provides the resources and the direction to

foster the resurgence in the defense industrial base. However, the current

business cycle and the buget turmoil.will probably overcome the intent of

this proposed effort. Industry needs some signal with long term implications

to invest in modernization and increased cpaity. Goermmnt can provide

that signal and incentive in this type of legislation. The Congress, through

the prioritizing of budget resources, can provide a major impetus to the

revitalization of the industrial base.
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CHAMM VIII

COCW.SICNS AND R 24DMATINS

VIII.1 Conclusions.

The United States is at risk for needed strategic and critical

minerals. lbreign sources provide large amunts of the strategic materials.

A decline has occurred in the industrial base which supported critical and

strategic aterials production. Initial factors such as limiting land

a"aiability for mineal exploration, restrictive environmental regulations

and to some extent political interests contributed to the decline of this

ir ntrial base. It is not a limitation of exploitable resources in the

earth's crust.

A case can be made for sbttut other materials for those defined

as critical and strategic. Hmver, it is currently unecoomical to do so.

In m cas the substituted material requires a coat or perormnce

penAlty. In the current recessionary and peacetime climate, industry is

iwltzd to minimize its as and stay with current materials.

Cmow directed the President to create a national materials and

minerals policy with leeshruip at the Mcuatve Office level, to do long

rms analysis to mt national secity, economic and social needs with

utation with the private sector. he President subaitted his first plan

in Wil 1982 and it contains a cmarehnsive policy statment and focused on

activities in six major areas. The body of legislation exists to imlement

.e polic.s and only n the resources to become effective.
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The national stockpile is a viable hedge against supply degradations

of critical and strategic minerals. Once again it's resources to fulfill the

goals which are needed. There are some facets of the stockpile which could

use som attention but it is capable of providing a cushion in emergency

situations.

The pending legislation focuses the attention of the Congress on the

declining industrial base and provides intent and incentives to industry to do

mthing to isprove the situation.

As a result of our investigations of cobalt and titanium we have

r hed sam specific conclusions.

Current domestic cobalt resources will satisfy U.S. needs for at least

56 years, assuming a very liberal constant annual consumption rate of 25

million pounds and no additions to the resource base. However, neither

resources nor reserves are sufficiently developed to suply U.S. needs within

a reascRable period (18 months) after tihe on-set of a national emergency.

The national stockpile of cobalt, currently at 53.8% of goal, is only

capab of meeting U.S. y eonatii for a period of appoximtly

2 years, assuming a cmwtant 1978 amual muption rate of 20 million

pounds. If the stockpile. goal of 85.4 million pounds were achieved, this

period could be extended to ap ximtely 4 years. In a national argency,

this would probably alloy us sufficient lead-timm to bring some of our

reserves into full mprtion.
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Our analysis of titanium metal revealed that the major uses were in

the defense industry and that weapons system performance would be severely

degraded if substitute metals were used. The demand for titanium has

fluctuated wildly during the past three decades thus industry has been

reluctant to expand its capacity facing that uncertain demand scdeule.

.VI.2 idations.

In the National Materials and Mineral Policy Act of 1980 Congress

required a coherent aproach to critical and strategic materials by the

bKOCutiVe Branch of the goerUnt.

Likewise, the Congress must attempt to settle its comittee

jurisdictional disputes and csolidate and focus its attention. in this area.

The myriad of Congressional Comdmttees fragmants the Administration proposals

and forces delays in I -tati which the Nation can no longer afford. it

also diffuses the signals to industry and the true intent and the duration of

interest.

oes =jst be made available for the research and developmint

leading to substitutes. iomever, much work has already been aceomplished and

the focus needs to be in lowering the cost of production of the substitute

material and the -- Ii,-mnt of efficient nufacturing processes.

The national stockpile must receive additional resources to beam a

wre viable hedge against the curtailmnt of critical and strategic

materials. A refinement of the methodology to assure the latest technological

considerations are included is necessary as well as a focus on those materials

whose overall quantity used is smaIl in the context of the GM but extremly

high in relation to the Iunt consumed in the defense industries.
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The pending legislation to amend the Defense Production Act of 1950

should be enacted. This amendment provides a major statement of policy to

increase the efficiency and responsiveness of the industrial base. It

provides financial assistance and a national program to train workers. This

will provide a signal to industry that the govermlnt is concerned about the

problem of critical and strategic materials and is doing something about it.

The current bill has a five year life which provides the comiument to long

tern that is needed to obtain the appropriate response from industry to invest

for the future. 2he intended resources must be applied to recreate the

industrial base which is so rapidly deteriorating.

Sme specific r eammndations derived from our cobalt and titanium

cases are:

7he dinistration should, on an annual and a priority basis, take

advantage to the provisions of Title III of the Defense Production Act of 1950

to expand the nation's productive capacity for cobalt and, hence, lessen our

da;m mcy on foreign sources. As an absolute minimnum, our cobalt mines

should be bcought to a level of readiness that would permit full-scale

ton to begin within 18 months of a national emergency.

Tn the titmanium area the administration should formulate a

national policy to insure that sufficient quantities of titanium sponge are

available to met the expected demnd. Sam effort must be applied to the

dmyla~nt of damstic ore reuouzces. Lastly, przocu ent prctices which

stAbi4ise dem mist be implmtd to provide indusry the incentive to
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A2PENDIX A -C O

A.1 Introduction.

Cobalt is a silvery gray metal that is usually mined as a by-product of

either copper or nickel. It is an essential, nonsubstitutable eleamnt in many

alloys and an iuportant ingredient in chemical compounds. Cobalt is a vital

alloying element in the aerosce and electrical product industries. As an

allo, cobalt yields high heat resistance, high strength, high wear

resistance, and superior magnetic properties. Mjor uses of cobalt include

cutting tools, jet engine parts, electrical devices, permanent magnets,

catalysts, paint pigmnts, and paint dryers. 1

The U.S. is the world's largest user of cobalt and annually coumaes

apirommtely cm-third of total world production. ae rosace industry is

the largest U.S. user of cobalt. In fact, aircraft engine and parts

o tion accutedfor a oximtely 45 percent of U.S. dmand in 1980. Te

elhctrical product industries aounted for amozimatly 15 percent of U.S.

dmd in 1980 and an additionAl 15 percent wms used in the production of

metal cutting aM mining tools.2

Cobalt has not been mined iA the U.S. since 1971. Hnce, this country is

depAen@n upon foreign sources for its total supply of now cobalt. The

primzy foreign sources for U.S. cobalt ace Zaire and Zambia, both of which

re very politically volatile. Mm, the U.S. rmains vulnerable to supply

diwwtionac such as those which a=ured in 1978. 7his vulnerability would be

evn sor grave in the event of wr with the U.S.S.O
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A.2 V~tnerability.
Cobalt is one of the U1 mineral groups found in the National Stockpile

* which were designated as "priority materials w by the Reagan Administration in

March 1981. Due to a number of different circumtances that have occurred in

recent years, it also represents an eJellent example from a case study

"I standpoint of U.S. vulnerabiIi ties in strategic no-fuel minerals. 4

Lktil 1980, the U.S. bad not made a stockpile purchase for over 20

years. In fact, from 1968 until 1976, the U.S. governmnt was each year

selling six to nine million pounds of cobalt, almost one half of the annual

domestic oct rate. 2'had also been widely announced prior to 1976

that the entire stockpile wuld be dispoed of. Sale were suddenly stopped

in 1976 and a new policy of more than doubling the then remaining cobalt

stockpile was announed. ThJ policy reversal caused an almost immdiate

domestic shortage of cobalt to occur. U.S. industries which had becoe

partially dependent on the U.S. government stockpile as a supplier suddenly

had to seek new sources of supply elsewhere, and to some extent were now in

-ceqtitin with the gover, menA stockpile for the available holdings on the

world market. 5

Sbortly thereafter. -. n both 1.977 and 1978, Katangan rebels living in

Angola crossed the border into Zaire and invaded Shaba province. In may 1978

they attacked the city of olwazi, center of the copper and cobalt

izrAntnies. Saba province at that tim alone was providing more th an one

half of both the worlds and U.S. cobalt imports and accounted for more than

one-third of the world's known on-sbore reserves of cobalt. 'Wile this
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invasion lasted for only a few weeks and there was only minimal damage

inflicted on the mines or equipaent, the overall disruption was much more

severe. The invasion resulted in the massacre of civilians including some of

the foreign mining technicians. This resulted in an exodus of most of the

expatriate technicians needed to operate and maintain the mining facilities.

The net effect was that while there was no really severe shortage of either

e or cobalt, the producer price of coWer increased by 30 percent and

that of cobalt to 300 percent. Cobalt went from $6.40 per pound in early

1978, to over $25.00 per pound by the end of the year, with ocasional spot

prices of up to $50.00 per pound reported on the open market. 2e anticipated

shortages together with the speculative buying and panic hoarding all

am "ibuted significantly -to the price rise. 7se incidents occurring as

they did on the heels of the U.S. Goverimnt policy reversal of selling from

buying for the national stockpile, only further served to aggravate a

deteriorating situation.

Anotbr factor in the vulnerability of cobalt has been that of

transportation. Since 1975 when the civil war in Angola broke out, the

tra tt of cobalt through Angola from Shaba province has been

interrupted. e Benguela rail road which had servwd as the main

traiot t out* for GM ES (General des Carriers et des Mines) the

nationalized Zaire mining industry, has been repeatedly attacked in Angola by

OM (National ithon for Total Iz epmnm of Angola) guerrilla insurgents.

As a result, G WS haaL Used several alternate rutes including a rail line

throug Zaabia, Ziube and Botfa to ports in South Africa, however,
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continued logistical and political problems associated with these routes have

continued to plague shipments and as a result, since 1978 Zaire has had to

rely on air transportation for the significant percentage of its cobalt

exports. 6 Although at the high prices previously enjoyed by cobalt, air

shipment was eonuically feasible, the same is not true for copper. It is

imperative, therefore, that the land transportation lines be maintained since

if copper could not be exported, production of copper would cease and along

with it the byproduct, cobalt.

The byproduct relationship of cobalt to copper and nickel has been a

significant factor in the supply and demand relationship and must also be

considered as a vulnerability. Approximately 95 percent of cobalt is obtained

as a byproduct of copper and nickel. The continud depressed prices of these

two metals in the early 1970s served to inhibit proktion even when the

demand for cobalt suddenly expandled in the mid-1970s. Since the percentage of

cobalt to either copper or nickel is relatively mall, usually less than three

percnt, even a significant increase in cczparative cobalt prices, represents

only a minimum proportionate value increase to the total value of a mine's

output. Cobalt, at a reduced price, is therefore susceptible to insufficient

mine capecity production resulting from a lack of expansion of either copper

ur nickel operations. Only when the demand, and correspondingly, he price of

cobalt is raised sufficiently, does it become a co-pc tA6 rather than a

bypmozt. Owzing the economic recession of 1974 to 1975 the depressed market

for both copper and nickel also affected cobalt. When the demand for cobalt

suddenly increased in 1975 through 1978, there was not a proportionate
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increase in the demand for copper and nickel hence this byproduct relationship

inhibited the production of cobalt. During the same period, Zairian

production problem further aggravated this situation. Government pressures

to increase rather than decrease copper production in order to conpensate for

low prices resulted in wasteful mining and processing practices by GAINE3.

in order to minimize production costs, they exploited their richest copper

deposits without regard to their longstanding development. This, together

with shortcuts in processing, reduced the rates of copper recovery but also

resulted in substantial losses of cobalt. A CIA analysis attributes this loss

to some 25 million pounds of cobalt during 1975-1977 thus contributing to the

temporary cobalt shortage.
7

The possibilities of an eambrgo, cutoff, or the vulnerability to an OE

type cartel have also been hypothesized for cobalt. It is true that the major

land suppliers are both central African lesser developed countries, of cl

geographic proximity. Both Zaire and Zambia, which together in 1979 produced

73 percent of the world's supply. of cobalt, could under the right

circumstames form a monopoly. However, unlike many of the OPW countries

which did not need the foreign capital, both Zaire and Zambia are in serious

ecoomwc conditioq and rely heavily on their exports for the foreign capital

needed. In addition, unlike in 1977 and 1978 when there were limited

alternatives, there are now substitute item and other producers attracted to

the marked by the 1979 prices that are willing to stop in if the price onc

again is right. Both of these factors would serve the preclude an intntional

cutoff of prolonged duration. Of more concern would be an externally directed
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cutoff through actions or transportation delays imposed by neighboring

countries or insurgents. In fact, contrary to several predictions of only two

years ago, both countries have announced intentions to increase production and

rather than colluding, appear to be in competition. The sale by Zaire of

cobalt for the U.S. stockpile in 1981 was at the rate of $15 per pound,

significantly below the then prevailing producer price quote of $20 per

pound. In October 1982 Zaire again offered to sell the U.S. 2000 tons of

cobalt at a price of $5.80 per pound while the current price had been $12.50

per pound since February 1982.8 Zaire's intention may have been an effort

to protect its market share from inroads by Zabia the world's second largest

producer, however, it also had a detrimental effect on any plans U.S. private

industry may have had for further domestic cobalt developmnt. It also tended

to discourage efforts toward producing substitute materials in this country.

The low grade domstic ore deposits cannot coete with the high grade "

deposits found in central and southern Africa where abundant power and a cheap

labor supply are also available.

Another consideration that must be taken in trying to overcome our

foreign pemla e, and thus our vulnerability is one of timing. 7hose U.S.

cobalt rese.ves that s-e the most exploitable from mobilization standpoint

ae etimated at In able to supply up to 0 million pounds a y foo r0

to 15 years. In the ab se of any new alomestic ore discoveies, or

level of performance, it could be argued that those reserves should only be

e loited during a time of extrem mrgency. Obviously, if we were to
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subsidize production on these facilities today in order to maintain an

industrial base capability; if a national emergency were to occur in 10 to 15

years tim, we would be in infinitely worse shape with our reserve then

virtually exhausted. The same philosophy helps to explain U.S. reluctance to

develop an independent energy policy. Ever. at the peak of OPM imposed oil

prices, we were willing to buy rather than cutoff our dependence and thus more

rapidly exhaust our own supplies.

. In one vulnerability scenario, a peacetim resources war is projected in

which the Soviet Union attempts to deny critically needed materials to the

U.S. and its allies by direct market intervention or more Likely by extending

its political influence on the mineral producers. This too is not likely to

happen because of the fact that in most materials, the Soviet Union is

self-sufficient and would have to either purchase those shares it intenc-s :o

deny to the west, or otherwise reimburse the cooperating country for their

loss of revemes in order to maintain an agreeable relatiosh.p with that

country. In the case of cobalt, the opportunity is there since Soviet

influence is considerable in Zambia, and in several of the other countries
urrowIng Zaire, howwer, other than keeping the area in a tuuil, there

iops not apear to be any attempts to influeince the cobalt market.

After the 1978 invasion by Katangan rebels, it was widely reported that

the Soviets had prhawd large suppliss of cobalt just prior to the

invasio. Official U.S. Goverument sources, howrer, report that there is no

evidenoe that this really occurred. Odle the Soviets do iuport cobalt, their

m has been pcimrily Cuba. Obviously, during a period of hostilities,
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Soviet interest in our most important raw material source nations are a major

concern, and the likelihood of their attempts at causing a disruption if given

the opportunity to do so should certainly not be discounted.

It has also been alleged that anticipated purchase for the U.S. stockpile

will have a negative effect by keeping prices high, however, the reverse has

actually occurred. 7he mere fact that the stockpile exists seems to serve a

PYd O1 ogiCa1 b8d9e against any significant attempts to raise prices, or

threats of an embargo or cutoff.

One further factor that has lead to foreign d for cobalt has

been the uwiromlntaL legislation. In order to exploit those domestic mines

previously in pt it would require clean up at the sites from previous

poor mining practices and considerable 01veh uMVs Just to meet the now

iProtection laws. If Blackbird mine had reopesd in 1981,

the Noranda Mining Company was seriously considering processing the cobalt

overseas because of the envioruMtal protection law. The net result

therefore wuld. not have eliminated our vulnerability.

The world is in no danger of running out of cobalt. Speculat

resources in the U.S. and the rest of the world umt to my billions of

pounds. As long as industvr..ize. nations are willing to pay prices that make

cobalt production ecucally fesible, supplies will be abundant. However,

the largest proportion of world resources are located in the politically

unstable countries of Southern Africa. soe, evn in the absee of war, the

world's inAiutrialiad nations should expect to experience supply disruptions

from tim to time.
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In the immediate future, there is little likelihood that U.S. cobalt

supplies will be interrupted by an embargo, cutoff or cartel type activities

initiated by a supplier. The greatest vulnerability that the U.S. faces is

that of the transportation nets from the suppliers. With the greatest

percentage of U.S. imports still coming from central Africa, the land

transportation nets are the most precarious. The 1600 mile long combination

tail-barge-rail line from Kolwezi to the port of Matadi at the mouth of the

Zaire river runs through territory that since 1975 has been under insurgent or

other hostile forces controls. The other routes terminating in South Africa

are even lorer and subject to the same disruptions. Transportation of

materials on these routes frequently takes one and a half months. Although

the sea. lanes pose no immeiate problems during peacetime or even intensified

cold war conditions, this transportation net would be extremely vulnerable

during time of war. Other than Canada which provides less than 10 percent of

U.S. cobalt imports all the other major U.S. suppliers are thousands of miles

acoss the ocean.

A.3 ID.sstic Rsources and Faserves.

Any discussion of resources and reserves requires and understanding of

the difinition of these words. The definitions shown below have been agreed

to by both the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the U.S. Geological Survey.

a- A 1s entration of naturally ocourring solid, liquid, or

gameous material in or on the Earth's crust in smh form and amount

that economic extraction of a cnmodity from the concentration in

currently or potentially feasible. 9
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Reserve Base - That part of an identified resource that mets

J specified ininmn physical and chemical criteria related to current

mining and production practices, including those for grade, quality,,

thiknesand d epth. The reserve base is the in-place deimnstrated

(Masured plus indicated) resources from which reserves are

estimated. It may enc=ass those parts of the resources that have

a reasondae potential for boming eCMont-mically available within

planning horizons beyond those that assume proven technology and

current economics. he reserve base includes those resources that

are currently ecomuic (reserves), marginally econmic (marginal3

reserves), and sm of those that are currently subenoi (sub-

economic resources) - 27he term "geologic reserve" has been applied

by others generally to the reserve-bas category, but it also may

include the inferred-reserve-base category; it is not a part of this

:-lassification systen.1

kuerves - That part of the reserve bmn which could be ecoruumically

-Mitratd or produced at the tim of deerination. The tern

reserves .;-Pd not signify that extractirn facilities are in place

and operative. Plserves include only recoverable materials; thus.

te such as 6extractable reserves" and 'recoverable reserves are

redwdmfit and are not a pert of this clasification SyStS116ll

TA hAprt 1982., the Office of Pasources Prq6redneus Federal Mmrguncy

W -igmt Avency, published a detailed aesnutof domestic resources; and

ginym of cobalt. Thiat aseesument is provided below.
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Although doumstic mine Prodli.tion has not ocourred since 1971,

domestic identification resources, i.e., cobalt concentrations that

are technically recoverable, are extensive. The U.S. Bureau of

Mines has identified resources estimated at 1.4 billion pounds. The

portion of identified resources that can be eomilly extracted,

the reserve base, was estimated in 1980 to be 209 million pounds.

At prices ranging up to $25 per pound, it is en cally feasible

to extract 72 percent of this reserve base. These figures are not

static and vary with price, exploration, and technology.

The price of cobalt did not attract domestic resources t

until 1978. In that year, the price of cobalt rose from $6.85 per

pound to $25 per poud, and rmained at that level until February of

1981. Dowmmrd price adjustmmnts were made several times since

thou As of February 1982, the price was approximately 15 per

pound. Teontiuation of these relatively high prices has

sCur'aged plaming for the developmnt of domestic higher grade

doposits.

Plan to reopi .cobalt mines in Blackbird, Idaho, and Predericktomn,

KInsoui, to develop a mine in the CAsquet , untains area of

n, ad a cobalt recovery project ham been considerei by

Vorada, Bums, AA UtZ, California Nickel, and MX mining

' z.Aie, resectvely. In fact, the coaenies have prepared
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extensive mining and refining feasibility and cost studies,

developed much of the necessary mine infrastructure, and obtained

many of the necessary environmmntal permits.

By 1985 approximately 9 million pounds of cobalt could be produced

from these sources. By 1990, an aditional. 5 million pounds could

be pCoduced annually. According to a recent Bureau of Mines study,

at current cobalt, coper and nickel prices, over half of domestic

re-ie t in 1990 could be mest with existing domestic production

Domestic cobalt producL plu, ever, remain tentative.

Dmestic cobalt mining and refining is characterized by large fixed

Invmamits and high risk exposre. To produce cobalt dmstically

frm the higher grade domestic resources, a minimum t of

$100 million is reqired for a to million pound per year

Beai.e ae dmestic cobalt production is econoically

feasible only with the higher prices of recent years, the posibility

of Ptrthr ijor price re&uctions rwders these i sments very

rift. aire has te lity to lower the world price below the

Sbc k n point and still make a profit over their
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* Domestic producer plans for refinery investmnt are also tentative.

High puarity cobalt metal refining investmnt costs represent

approximnately 66-75 percent of total investmnt costs. The required

investmnt for extracting the ore represents the remaining 25-3 3

percent. If domestic producers commit their resources to extraction

and~ choose not to invest in a refinery, but to have the cobalt

refined overseasr or to produce a concentrate, U.S. strategic

vulnerability remains. Overseas ref ining uqxarts zmuch thesu

supply risks as non-Central African supply does today. Temajor

cobalt refinersil, Japan and Western Euirope, are alo major cobalt

w!nsmuls if a serious disruption of Central African cobalt supply

ocatzradip An .S. could expect these countris to meest their

dinestic needs before the needs of the export market.

A. 4 ftceiu "uorce arnd -Reerves.

7he following ausessmeant of foreign resources and reserves was published

by the gmau of Kines. 3

if2ah of the world'. identified resources are in the form of

lateritic nickel ores in tropical regions, such as the Piipns

In wamia. and New Caledonia. ,wtaUa rdcinfrom .laterite&

has became an increasingly significant soure. Neverthelea, most

cobalt currently cass from sulfid ad oxid depits in Zaire

Ziar Fiziland, and Canada. DM=on were planned in. 1979 in

each of theme countries. Moroccan deposits may become , mre

sigifiantin the future. Mobroccan cobalt is mined as the
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principal pcodxict, and rising cobalt prices may result in production

of Previously uncrmcmaterial. Howver, the best long-term

bearing manganese nodules on the Pacific Ocean floor.

Table 1 show the areas possessing identified resources of cobalt.

Spculative resources in both the United States and the world mount

to imy billions of pounds more, but cobalt mining is only likely if

the associated mtals,, such as nickel, copper, iron, lead, zinc,, and

sive are in high dwand and are mined. In te= of estimated

reserw,v Zaire ranks first, followed byr ZimrIiag. the U. S.S.R.# Cubar

the ~blpisand New Calednia.

lb provide current resource inomto.the Bureau of Mines

mintains a data bank under its computerized Minerals valbity

Sysim (MS) in whaich resemv and resource data on cobalt and other

mineral, ore deposits in the United States and throughout the world

are being comiled.



Table A-1. - World Cobalt Rsources 1 4

(Killion Pounds)

a North Amricas
*1United States 0 1,700 1,700

Canada 60 500 500
Cuba 400 2 100 2 500

Iboe inland 40 1.0 50
U.S.S.R. 500 50 550
Total 60 0-

Africa:
Botana 60 10 70
Morocco 100 so 150
South Africa 50 10 60
Zaire 2,600 500 3,100
Zamia 800 500 1 300
Total 3,610 1,070

Qosanial
Australia 100 550 650
New Caledonia 200 650 850

P~~ipies400 so 450
Total 700 TIW

World 1btal (land-based) 2  5,300 6,700 12,000
World Total: Seabed nodules3  0 500,000 500#000

ICg'ived in conmltation with the 13-S. Geological Survey.

20atA My Wt aM to totals showni because of ieuutrounding.

3wsew on -Jolaex s p)4.aainaJ. resourcea estinrita of 76 1.. ilion dry W ort
ow a ed noduleme and the MW-323 estivate of average nodule
~siso of 1% , 0.350 cobalt, and 240 manganese. (F. Eblar,

11 '11,1 fdul* ftwoccs ard Mine Sitie Aailability, Oman Mining
~M~ratanJOS. I.tan Of the Interor August 1976p p. 28i ~im

~~at-IW Mwiuoy Doerd, ?US-323,, 1976).
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A.5 international Source - Deep Sea Mining.-

it has been known that the oceans which cover two thirds of the earth's

&=rfacer contain vast resources, enough to supply man's needs for many

hundreds of years to c1-m. The inhospitable ocean envirormunt together with

* the lack of suitable technlogies has in the past haiiered man' s ability to

discover and1 exploit these resources.

A pcomising souce is the ocean bottoim which at depths of from 10,000 to

20,000 feet are littered with extensive deposits of nodules cotiighigh

grade ores of Manganesep Copper# Cobalt and1 Nickel, with trae of Vandiu andS

The following asusmnt of itrtialsources of cobalt was published

IV ft,1deral .ga )ng~ Agency in August1925

Deep-sea. ingnese nodules are a sinfcnlong-term potential

source of cobalt. Although nodules would not provide the upply

secucity of the dooestic source, substantial diversification of

su;:ply couild result. The ocean floor nodules range from pea to

baumball in size and contain sgicatquantities of cobalt

averaging (0.235-0.35 percent), nickel (I percent),r copper (1

pemcet),r and snnernu (24 percent) . Potmntial annual recovery is

OsUmsd at 40 million pocunds of cobaltt 337 million pounds of

aidwe, 270 pounds c'f coppm and 3750 million pounds of mganes.

*the cinciJa' viability of deug seabed mining is urertain.

In owU1 could begin, according to irmijatzy sourcs, as estly an

19,bet Is wiliay witi 2000.
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A.6 Production and Substitutes.

A.6.1 Production.

Cobalt has the desired properties of hardness, and resistance to

corrosion, heat and abrasion. It is used in jet engines, cutting tools, drill

bits, wellhead valves, and as a catalyst for petroleum hydrogenation.

Domestic resources of cobalt in Idaho, Minnesota, Missouri and

California could in the future supply more than one half of the annual

domestic conamption rate, assuming the peak usage rates of 1978 through

1980. In 1979, because of the dramatic price increases that occurred during

the peevious year, both the Anuchutz Mining Co., which took over the Madison

Mine near Fredicktown, NO., and the Noranda Mining Company, which operates the

Blackbird mine in central Ida o, invested more than $40 million gearing up for

paration which together with other processing industries could produce up to

10 million pounds of cobalt per yea. Mhe Madison mine was projected to have

a 10 yea Life with an anwal capacity in excess of 2 million pounds with

#cer lead and nickel as byproducts. Late in 1981, Anuchutz was forced to

cut back on their staffs to a care and - status. Similarly, the

Ibrada Mining Coomny wtich bad conducted extensive developmnt at the

Blackbird Kim whic had a reported cacity of up to 6 million pons#, also

cut its workforce in half at the site. tarly in Nocl, Noranda had taken an

option on land nea Slackfoot, Idaho a--ramtly 150 ailes southowt of the

U.ainbird bMin. At this uite they had planned to bIi-ld a plant to process the

aodait - -mntratas pcowd at the Blackbird Mine, recovering the cobalt

thwotqh a leaching, solution extraction and electrowinning process. Tfhat same
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year, however, due to the increasingly depressed market and with no assurances

of governmntal financial assistance, these plans were delayed. It would

require several years and considerable investment to modernize and repair

these facilities in order to bring them to a fully operational status. It

would also require the price of cobalt to reain about $25 per pound for a

sustained period on the world market in order to make it ecomically

practical to operate these plants under peacetime conditions. The likelihood

for this to occur is minimal since Zaire could economically produce cobalt at

less than $5 a pound and would in all probability reduce its prices rather

than lose the U.S. as a customer. There are also several domestic facilities

that are involved in cobalt recovery from various sources. Almost one million

pounds of cobalt was recovered in 1981 from imported matte by MaX Inc. at the

Port Nickel refinery at Braithwaite, UA. This firm has also made proposals to

M seeking gomm t purchase guarantees for the National stockpile of high

grade cobalt produced at their facilities. One foreign company also operated

a plant located in Laurinburg, W to produce extra fine cobalt powder.

In the early 1970s Zaire started dvelopent of two major

,/ t projects, the Tenke Fungurum and the P2 expansion of GMCN

western group operations. The prospects of these additional facilities

bmingo atonal as an inexpensive cobalt source served to discourage both

U.S. and foreign cmetition and at the sam time isted. zaire in

ii taining a virtual cobalt mmpoly. hes facilt, were deperdent on the

canstruction of the nw Inga Shaba por tranujsion Lines which has been

plagued by work delays although work is finally sche&ule to be completed in
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late 1983. Meanwhile the Tenke Fungurume project was halted in 1976 and if

eventually continued will be at a reduced output scale of 4.4 million pounds

* annually rather than the ambitious 13 million pounds originally planned. The

expansion of the P2 smelter and refining complex at Kolwezi has also remined

uncmpleted since 1978, as Zaire has had to divert capital towards servicing

its $6 billion foreign debt. Depressed copper prices have also affected these

expansion efforts.

Zambia has also greatly expanded its facilities since 1978. In

1981 Zambia's two major copper and cobalt producers merged into one coMpany

called Zambian Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd., howevmr, the company is still

controlled by the government. In spite of successive strikes during 1981 the

coeny was able to produce 3,640 tons of cobalt concentrate, an amount

essive to the cm.ny's capability to refine. Mach of this was stockpiled

locally to be refined upon the cmi~letion of a roas-leach-electrowinning

plant at akana in late 1982. At Chmbiishi a vau refining furnace was

being installed which was expected to produce cobalt suitable for superalloy

production.

The increased prices after 1978 causd an expansion of production

facilities in a number of other countries which lowered prices due to

metition. iis in turn lessened the likeiihood of 4 cutoff of cobalt

supplies for the U.S. because multiple suppliers were in the maret. 16

From the def stanw ointr, cobalt is used widely in a variety of

end pro&cts. In electrical equip ent and supplies cobalt editions raise the

saturation magtization and Curie tmperatures to higher values than other
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ferromagnetic materials. Tese cobalt containing magnets are used in

telecommications, magnetic couplings, mters, loudseakers and permanent

magnet motors. The primary use of cobalt is in superalloys in jet engine

parts which are subject to stress at high taqeratures up to 1,600 P, under
low stress conditions (10,000 psi) and moderate stress (20,000 psi) up to

1800 F, howver, it will breakdown under high stress conditions at over 1,900

F (30,000 psi) for several a ws. Other uses not as apparent in.clue high

strength and abrasion resistant tools, various types of equipmnt, in points

and related proucts, in chemicals and various medical uses.

A.6.2 Substitutes.

The invasion of the Shaba province did serve to make the U.S.

beam more aware of its ecoomic '-pndI-, and the associated !,oq ln euJs

that could result from een a short tem cutoff of cobalt. it had the added

benfit of forcing deve1S - or resurrection of substitute itms in order to

mi nli me future vulnerabiI Jty.

k net effect has been that within bo years under peacetim

ounditions, that U.S. was able to significantly reduce its demnd and

cof cobalt. It is difficult to assess the degree or proportiwate

pem etges that can be attributed to either the current recession or economic

maures taken, bowavers, the iport and onri .2o rates of cobalt have

rp; sIniicantly. rho imports of L9 iLLon pounds and comm. ion of
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almost 20 million pounds in 1978, imports had declined to 15.6 million pounds

in 1981 and 13 million pounds' 1982. During the same two

years, from these import totals, 2.9 million pounds and 2.3 million pounds

respectively were for the national stockpile.

Even though the 1978 cutoff was of relatively short duration, once

U.S. industry had determined not to have the situation repeated, despite the

eventual lowering of prices, the economizing measures continued. During 1981

the producer price of cobalt was reduced 3 times from $25 per pound down to

$17.26 by year end. Spot prices had also droped to a low of $9.50 per pound

during the fall of 1981. 7hese price cuts resulted from the reduced demands

for cobalt, a buildup of producer inventories and competitive efforts to

counteract pcice discounting and substitution Althxugh Zaire initiated the

price cuts, once the market took ovar, Zaire did not respond fast enough and

thus lost a significant part of its share of the U.S. market in 1981. Zaire's

imports of cobalt to the U.S. in 1980 was 6.238 million pounds com ared with

only 4.176 million pounds in 1981.

The following tabes show U.S. conhumtiOn of cobalt by end use

for the years 1980 and 191 and by fom from 1977 to 1981. While conservation

measures accmt for am of the reduction in insxpution rates, of

significance is the drop tha. w.ccuzei in use ot vobalt in wth sup.Lloy

and magnetic alloys that occurred in 1981. While final figures are not yet

available for 1982, d"ostic conri rates through Nvemer 1982 were

reported at 8.5 million pounds, which would further reduce con ion rate to

less than one half of what it was in 1978.
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TMXE A-2 - U.S. Consumption of Cobalt, By End Use

(Thousand Pounds of Contained Cobalt)

End Use Quantity

1980 1981

Ste.:

Stainless and heat-resistant----........... 47 35
Full-alloy 116 141
High-strength,- . .- ------------ 32oW N

Su. .aLloy- . 6,285 4,195

Aloys (excludes alloy steels and superalloys):106
Cutting and wear-esistant materials- . 1,344 ,76
Welding materials (structural and hard-faing) 620 488
Magnetic all--- --- 2,267 1,687

onferrous alloys-- 150 131
Other alloys- ---------- - 210 123

btil pmoduts mede from mal powider W

C hm ial a nd ceramic use:
PI ..:- -........ 282 329a .. 1,656 1,279r-atalst--- ..... .. ----- - 482 441

mlaws deolocizer . ......-- 40 40
Drier in paints or related usage----------- 1,331 1,378
rowor nutrititive add i i .- 75 58

miscallaimous and wmp e .. .- 95 109

To-tal 15,321 U1680

w-Witheld to avoid d4slosing =q W PztisetarY data; included with
"Hi al st ivn of Mqieoifird.

1Cwmxted and sintered carbides aid cast carbide dies or parts-
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7E A.3 - U.S. Consumiptiton of Cobalt, By Form

(Tousarni Pounds of Containd Cabalt)

Fom1977 1978 1979 1980 1981.

b a-- 11,547 12,823 12,006 10,825 7,450

Oi(d~ d - - - 426 467 704 441 557

Purchased scrap----- 507 1,036 1,170 1#183 972

Salts andl drier- 3,778 5,399 13,5 12,475 12,421

Oer- 319 269 268 397 280

t a- 16,577 19,994 17,402 15,321 U,480

Chuical ompounds (organic and inorganic) other than oxide.

Of further significance has been the relatively orderly pace of

which this redution has taken p . Allowances mut be mode for a

reasonable period afteL doe 1978 cuitoff irs wh~ich Lie wab. adopted a wait and

-a attitudle in tying to determine whether or not the situation would be of

l1ng duration. This delayed reonhe tim would not have oocired during a

tim of national surgency in which &~iizto was taking place,, 1- --e the

ability to adjust wmauld therefore probably be much quicker. Even. so, when it

Mmemed. that the price of cobalt would continue to remain high, conservation

wet other susiuinmeasures were taken.
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*In non critical uses, such as in magnets, steps were taken to
repmace alnico (aluminum, nickel, cobalt) magnets with ferrite and ceramic

* umterials which contained no cobalt, and by greatly reducing the cobalt

content of sammriua magnets. The Bell System, one of the Largest magnet

-, coammrs in the world is replacing the 24 percent cobalt magnets in its

talephone receivers with a now magnetic material called Chromonder III

Sontaining only one half as much cobalt. Since 1978 there has been an overall

50 percent decline in the use of cobalt in magnets.

In high speed tool steels which have 15 percent of the cobalt

market, Crucible Steel has already developed tw camrcially available

cobalt-free alloys FM 20 and FMC 25. iw alloys substitute p dered tungsten

and m1l entn for cobalt in a new forming process called hot isostatic

pressing. In dtill bits, the "- Tool Coffany is replacing cobalt with

boron saving to ton of cobalt per month.

Em in jet engines where the role of cobalt in superaLlays had

until now gone u-9lenged, Pratt and hitmey engineers have developed

cobalt-free alloys nO 713 and 718 by substituting nickel mld and

almaLmn fot cobalt. This Aml a will reduce the cobalt used in the 1-100

engne from 900 plus pound to 400 plus pounds. industry materials scientists

icate uiht cobalt rather Usan nickel -vias selLsc for ue in turbine engine

blabs in the early 19G plimrily because at that tim it was cheaper than

nidteL

With relative prices nw having shifted sarply in nickel's favor,

and cobalt wimli 4 ow more vunrbeto interruption prodution, engineers

8
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have begun designing cobalt out of their products. Pratt and Whitney, the

world's single largest user of cobalt, plans to reduce cobalt consump~tion by

50 percent over the next few years. This cobalt example illustrates yet

another point, the new nickel-mlybdenzu-aluinum alloy now being introduced

into turbine blades was patented in the 1950~s. So-called new technologies

such as composites, rapid solidification techniques, hot isotatic pressing and

powd~er metallurgy that are permitting engineers to replace traditional

strategic mtals with new materials are actually 20 to 30 years old. There is

an array of on the shelf technologies that can quickly find their way into

commercial products given the economies to do so. Although it takes about 10

years to develop a truly no technique or alloy the research and development

for manny of these innovative approaches to materials substitutes have already

beeni done.018

Nickel is substituted for cobalt in sow uses with little change

in end-rodcIt characteristics. Cobalt may also be substituted for nickel.

For example, in 1969 during the nickel-mining -trike in Canada, -.obalt was

effectively used in electroplating. BowevIr the fact that nickel is not now

gmnerally used as a substitute for cobalt even though it is one-eighth as

wasive is evidence that use of nickel would result in a sacrifice of

iprtznrt propertics or cthaacteris.i of en.'. roducts i;ae with cobalt. 'lie

current trend is toward greater use of alloys with less cobalt, rather than

eliinaionof cobalt altoigether in the alloy. This is trie in the fields of

both hard-facing aid wear-resistant a litosand supieralloyu. One

exomle is the substitution of nickel-bainnoil 718 for the L605
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cobalt-base alloy in a rocket-propulsion system application. In certain

cIMSs, the alloys Udimet-500 or Udimet-700, containing about 18% cobalt each,,

might be replaced with nickel-base alloys with similar properties,, but

cotIin less cobalt. Certain iron-base, heat-resistant alloys, such as

U-155., can be sulbstituted for cobalt-base muterials, such as X-40 MH-31)#

'SI-4 e, tc., in turbiiu aplctin.I aircraft turbinuaplctos

Alloy M1X (nio cobal t) might replace laspalloy with 13% cobalt. A problem to

be raoted in any substi tution is the rlae ntof one expensive and scarce

material with miother that my teo equally or more searce=- and expensive.

Relacing cobal t-bearing alloys with alloys relatively high in colubiwu and

tuitalia Is a good ememple in the superalloy field.

Subtittesfor cobalt as a catalyst or as a dryer in paints are

usually not effective. In dryer iUcations,, manganame and lead each can act

eithe as a cm nt or as a substitute. Ih catalytic apitons,

iny~uamd aluinu are c-Mwinnts, and nidcle and tmsten together are

substitutes for cobalt (7). 9imverp use of nickel in petrolem catalysts

rems ocane. and requires higher pressues to be effective.

fIhe promgerties that cobalt Invarts to peaant magnets w- weI

theine that can be cm ntsibuted by other elements. Any substitution for cobalt

remaita in loss of weighit advantage or other physical properties.

Mirtals, cundc monsits, which are ade from bariu and strontium

Lesrite, are pot - t4ially stran-g coeptitcs. Smmea ferrite magnts are

reltielyiamu~ethe are used in a iier of w tintiv a lications,

aid bcae of price aid ayi~~ty consderatiors, they replaced Alnico
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magnets in auto loudspeakers in 1980 models. However, because of the drive to

conserve space and weight in automobiles, cobalt-rare-earth magnets may

* eventually replace ceramic ferrite magnets. In comparison with Alnico

magnets, a net cobalt savings of 30% can be achieved by use of

cobalt-rare-earth magnets. In magnetic usage, demand is more sensitive to

price than in other uses such as superalloys, thus rendering replacemnt more

* Likely-

No satisfactory substitutes have been developed for use of cobalt

NO as a binder for carbides. Bmwver, with further experimentation,

molybdwmu-based tool steels, which can contain up to 121 cobalt, may achieve

the perfocmance characteristics of ceented carbides, or an equally suitable

binder my be found. Recent advances in powder metallurgy have afforded an

oportunity to attain competitive performance levels. With research, it may

also be found that alloys with a base of nickel, vanadium, chromium, or

tungsten can be developed that have properties equal or superior to those of

alloys sotaining cobalt.

Another potential source of cobalt nickel and other critical

metals is unrecycled sueralloy scrap and industrial waste. It is estimated

th-at amually, i'l~ lected or Aiowngrad sueralcny scrap contains up to 6

million pounds of cobalt, 53 million pounds of nickel, and 22 million pounds

of chrmiun. Rmuarch is being conducted to assess the use of electrolytic

te04in ACMi to produce cobalt-nickel mater alloys from recycled materials. 20

te major obstacles to substitution are the econmics, the

relative degs of effectiveness of the substitute product, and the potential

for long duration cutoff or continued high prices of the basic material.
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Because of extensive substitution and conservation measures in reducing waste,

prefocming and recycling that has occurred within the past tw years, the

demand for cobalt is not expected to increase above previous demands unless

once again the price is reduced and remains stable. Barring prospects for any

form of U.S. goverment subsidies for further exploration and development of

cobalt resources, or research and developmnt for additional substitutes,

pcoqpwts for future cobalt demand boils down to the question of economics.

It should be noted that in 1981, at the same time the government was

purchaing 5.2 million pounds of cobalt for the national stockpile; it also

exported the equivalent of 834,000 pounds of cobalt metal in unwrought cobalt

metal, waste and scrap to 41 countries.

A.7 National Stockpile-Cobalt.

Cobalt is held in the national defene stockpile under authority of the

Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling Art of 1946. The current

stockpile goal for cobalt is 85.4 million pounds. In June of 1981, the

U.S. purchased 5.2 million pounds from Zaire. 22 Therefore, our national

stockpile now contains about 46 million pouds of cobalt. 23 Hence, a

*hortfall of approx4mtely ! .4 mil)ion pounds -:emains. The 46 million punds

is 53.8% of the stockpile goal. At the existing level of 46 million pounds,

the stockpile could meet U.S. peacetime con for 2.3 years based on

reported c for 1978 of 19.994 million pounds; for 2.6 years based on

reported 1979 c nuption of 17.402 million pounds; for 3 years based on

reported 1980 owiption of 15.321 million pounds; and for 3.9 years based on

reported 1981 cm ption of 11.680 million pounds.
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(N=EV : Annual consumption figures were taken from the 1981 minerals

. yearbook).
Based on the above data, it is clear that the stockpile, at the current

le l, provides adequate protection against any short-term supLpy

from foreign sources. However, this same conclusion could not be drawn if the

su~ly disruption were of extended duration. Indeed, the situation ba

very bleak when viewed in terms of wartim requamta increasing to L0 to

200% of normal requirements.
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APPENDIX B -TITkNItJ4
V.,

8.1 An Introduction to Titanium.

The authors of this report all expressed a comon interest in strategic

and critical non-fuel materials during the first days of the Industrial

College of the Armed Forces (ICAF) Mobilization Studies Program in August of

1982. This interest was borne from previous professional endeavors in various

goverrmtal agencies that dealt in a variety of ways with a maltitude of

these materials. Two of the authors wre keenly interested in titanium, since

both were exposed to the metal's attributes during development work on the B-1

barter and F-IS fighter program. This interest in critical materials, and

specifically titanium, was stimulated further by an excellent lecture on

strategic aterials given to MA by Dr. John Mrgan# Staff Director of the

Bureau of Mines, in September of 1982.

Preliminary research of titanium revealed that aproximtely 70 percent

I of the titanium metal consumed in the U.S. as for aerospace -,,4catioi .

7he ap Jcations included aircraft and guided missile assemlies, spacecraft,

and turbine engines for aircraft. The reminder is used in chemical

processing and in marine and ordnance applications. Titanium is a major

material for both structural and rotating parts in the coepressor section of

turbine engines used in high performance military and civilian aircraft.

Titanium alloys are used in turbine compressor blades, vanes, discs, engine

cames, fr as, struts and fairings. Titanium is used in airframe structures

as a re mnt for aluminum and steel to reduce the weight of selected

pat.s
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U.S. production of titanim dioxide pigment in 1981 was about

750,000 tons, valued at about one billion dollars. Net shipments of titaniu

mill products ware about 250,000 tons, worth about $420 million. In 1981,

these two major uses of titanium accounted for over 96% of domestic titanin

consumption. The third largest application, the use of rutile for coating

welding rods, required about 7,400 tons of rutile, worth about $2.6 million.

other applications of titaniz raw materials include the manufacture of

titanium carbides, ceramics and chemicals, and the recently developed use of

ilmenite as a substitute for barite in well drilling muds. 1

-; B.2.2 General Discussion.

Titanium ore reserves are abundant and widely distributed throughout

the world. U.S. self-sufficiency in titanim ore has declined from 75% in the

mid sixties to 40% in 1980. This decline oc cur red because U.S. reserves are

limited with respect to its disproportionately large use of titnim products.

In recent years, the major change in the titanium ore situation has

been due to large increases in the manufacture of rutile substitute from
ilmunite, both domestic and abroad. Less visible, but of significant impact

on the titanium ore supply in the future are: 1) the production of natural

rutile has declined domstically, levelled off in Australia, and increased in

south Africa; 2) the reserves ot beach sans in Florida continue to shrink;

, 3) the new potential by-product sources of titanium have emerged. 2se
Sinclude the recovery of accessory minerals from the Athammca, Canada, tar

sands, the recovery of titanium dioxide from chlorination of bauxite, and, the

recovery of ilmenite from the tails of sand-day operation in California. 2
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B.2.3 Mineral. Sources and Types of Ore Deposits.

The present mineral sources of titanium are ilmenite along with

its alteration product leucoxene, and rutile. The foregoing paragraphs

provide a brief description of the types of titanium ore deposits.

a. Iimenite and teucoxene.

The primary occurrence of ilmenite is in association

with magnetite in hard rock deposits. Ilmenite and associated leucoxene also

occur in fossil beach sands that are the erosional remnants of formerly

mssive hard rock deposits... os1ts.

b. autile and Anatase.

Ccmercial ocurrences of rutile and its slightly softer

and lighter sister oxide anatase are mostly in beach sands deposits in which

they are associated with i.manite and leucoxee, and with other hard

minerls. 1utile and anatase also are com.n compoents of complex igneous

rocks, but rarely at a high enough grade for cmmecial recovery.

c. Perovakite and Svherm,.

Neither mineral is produced cmmzcially even though the

occurrence of perovskite and sphene in igneous rocks is not u~m on. A

.mercial future for perovskite appears more likely than for shene because

perovskite is richer in titanium dioxide and has only calcium as its main

impurity. Sphene contains as maor components calcium and silIca, which are

both problAm iEpzities.3
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B.2.4 Worldwide Resources and Reserves.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines and the U.S. Geological Survey generally

classifies "reserves" as deposits producible under current conditions with

present technology. "Other resources" are those deposits containing titanium

minerals in such form and grade as to be reasonably considered a source of

titanium for the future.4 About 25 million tons of the U.S. resource is in

a Colorado perovkite deposit for which suitable processing technology still

has to be demonstrated. By-product sources of titanium concentrate, currently

of smull consquence, have the potential of making important contributions to

production if suitable technology can be developed. Mining for conventional

ilmnite and rutile deposits have changed little in recent years, except for

tecniques of making artificial rutile that are still being modified.
She U.S. ilmnite and perovskite resources are shown in table B.1.

The lmanite reserves in the U.S. (Table B.l) are estimated to contain 14

million tons of titanium. Rock deposits in New York account for 40% of the
total. The remaining 60% is located in beach and river sands in Florida,

Georgia, Now Jersey, and Tennessee. An additional 47 million tons of titanium

in Umn'te and U million tons in perovskite, not believed to be Po ~ically

recoverable under pesent conditions, ocrs in identified resources in

several states. The ajor occurrences lie in Colorado, Minnesota, New Jersey,

New York, Virginia and Vyoming. 5
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aTW B.1 --U.S. Ilumnit. and Perovskite Resources

(Mhousands Short Tons of Contained Titanium)

Reserves Other Total

Califoria--- 3,500 3,500

olrwi . . . .. .V 10,600 10,600

1p.0o.da ---- ......... 5,600 1,400 7,000

Georg J.- . .------ 1,400 300 1,700

Id)o-- 1,100 1,100

, 6,600 6,600

Now~v J .ry--- ... - 600 6,000 6,600

No - - 5,600 13,500 19,100

- 2,200 2,200

800 1,800 2,600

, 4,000 4,000

Wyoming- 4,000 4,000

0thr Stat".. . . - - 3,000 3,000

total- - 14,000 58,000 77,000

JV Colorado deposits are .rovskite; all others are ilmnite or altered

Y( Zxclus Alabin, Mississippi, Now !4uxio, Oregon, South Carolina, and
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TBLZ B.2 --U.S. Rutil.e Resources

(Thousand Short Tons of Contained T"itani=m)

Reserves Other Total

Arzn- --- 2,700 2,700

Arkanas- - - 200 200

Calif ornia-- - -- ---- 200 200

-- 100 100

Mrd-600 800 1,,400

Goga--- 300 100 400

-~rlad S00 500

South Car:.-...a --- -- -------- ------- 100 100

T~ums-100 200 300

-2,600 2r600

Vir~~n42900 900

Tota : 1,000 8,400 9,400

VColorado depiosits are parovskitel all others are ilumnit. or altered

i~Umite.
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U.S. iesarves of ,utile shown at table B.2# are in sand deposits

in Florida, Georgia, and Teenssee. The reserves have a total titanium

• . content of abou,.t one m~llion tons. Identified, but presently uenoi

-esources indicated at tab]e B.2 occur mainly in Arizona, Florida, Utah and

Virginia. These resources contain an estimated million tons of titanium in

rutile. The resources of Arizona and Utah consist mainly of accessory rutile

in porph-r coper ores and tailings which are being investigated by the

Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey as a potential sources of rutile.

Worldwide lmmnite, rutile and anatase resources are detailed in

- table 5.3 and tabe 8.4.6 World reserves of ilmenite are estimated to

contain 214 million ton of titanium, of which U.S. reserves account for about

7%. 1* titanium content of world rutile and anatase reserves is estimated at

76 million tons, of which U.S. reserves reresent 1.3%. Identified world

resources of titanium total nesarly 600 million tons in il'mnite and 150

iillion tons in rutile and anatase.
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TNK1E 0.3 -- ;Abrld 11mwnita Resources

(IMIU~Ion Short Thns of Contained Titaniwn)

Bosorms Other Total

.----- 50 80 130

I&- . 49 37' 86

Nra-40 5 45

South Africa, Repblic of---- 33 117 150

Autalia- s18 9 27

United States .---. . 14 58 _V 72

US.S.L -.. 4 .16 20

3 1 4

Sri Lanka- 1 1 2

Bml1 2 *3

-bim 1 1

Mw- -.aland---.- 7 7

19 10

-iu 13 13

Othet l.ie a---,---------.o- 17 17

, M1tA ., 214 373 587

b Inli)M 10460000 tons in perovsite in Colorado.
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~TABLE 5.4 --Wocld Rutile and Anatase Resources

(Million Short Tons of Contained Titanium)

Reserves Other Total

or 55 28 83

Di- - 5 12 17

Australia-- - 6 1 7

South Africa, Republic- - 3 0.1 4

Sierra Leoe --------- 2 1.6 18

Italy - . 3 1 4

chdte4 t tu 1 8 9

U.S.S.L-- 1 2 3

Sri Lnka--..---- .. 0.2 0.1 0.3

Oher comti-s - - 4 4

World Total 2/. 76 73 149

S drazilian resources are about 564 anatase. All other resources are rutile.

Outside of the U.S., reserve shown for Canal, Finland and

Vcm are in hard rock deposits ilumite-umgntite. Th- remainder of the

wW1d's rceserve is abmnt entirely in beacth san. deposits. Most v~erts in

the field agree that th ecessity to improve tedurw1ogy has rt been uder

peare from ecwmicz and sbortaps of reserves, so there has been little
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5.3 VaWnerability.

B.3.1 General.

The majority of expert assessments of material vulnerability

generally agree on which imported materials are most vulnerable to supply

interruptions or to coercive price increases potentially damaging to the U.S.

PAardless of the criteria used in classifying materials with respect to

criticality, strategic importance, or vulnerability, certain minerals have

repeatedly turned up on the most important or most vulneralbe lists.

Chramima, cobalt, manganese, and the platinum group metals are identified most

frequently, with tantalum, titanium and columbian as the leading contenders in

term of vulnerability. 1

L". ters of tonnages of contained metal, 92% of the titanium

consumd in the U.S. is used for pigments in paints, paper and plastics and

for other ceical products. Howver, titanium derives its strategic

importance from the 8% of consMption used as metal. Aprrximately 60% of the

titaniua metal conumed in the U.S. goes into parts and assemblies for

civilian and military aircraft, jet engines, guided missiles and spacecraft.

The reminder is used in cheical and electrochemical industries, marine

alications, military ordnance and other purposes. A more detailed

elanation nay be fond in section 5.1. of this report.

The major titanium bearing minerals are ilmnite and rutile. The

frP is more cn- and is the usual source for titanium for pigunts.

Ritile is more rare than ilmanite and is the major raw material for making
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sponge metal. Wile the U.S. has concentrations of ilmenite in Florida, New

York and New Jersey, its resources in rutile are mostly subeconomic. The

nation depends upon imports of rutile and titanium sponge from Australian

sources. 2 The report contains a detailed account of worlAdwde and domestic

resources of titanium in section B.2 ofthlis Appendix.

8.3.2 Market Factors.

Titanium is one of our newst enginering structural materials.

Since the start of titanium production in 1950, there have been three

haraoteristic that highlight an assessment of titanium availability.

First, the Industry has exhibited a repetitive pattern of

overcapecity , interrupted by short periods when supply has been temorarily

insufficient to satisfy cuatomer delivery requirements. The industry is in

such a cycle today. Since 1978, sponge and ingot capacity limitations

tr Ow, -u the world have been one cause of extened delivery comitments.

There is strong evidence that the industry is now in a more normal period

were sply will exceed demand and omercial considerations. Secondly, the

coercial production of titanium metal in a competitive aulti-source

.nviroinnt me established in the U.S. in 1950. Since then, the U.S. has

been the world leIer in the manufacture of titanium metal. It is in our

national interest to maintain a strong titanium industry mainly becaus, of its

isportanc as a structural metal in military and commrcial aircraft.

Finally, unlike the case with many other strategic metals, Ieoenduzce on

foreign ore srces criticality is largely a funtion of the lead ti

ptulatd in a crisis scenario. The U.S. has sufficient ore, given the lead

tnes and tedlology, to support anticipated critical titanium alications in

the foreeale future.3
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Titanium is at a relatively early stage in its development when

compared to other light metals such as a1uminum and magnesium. There are

remarkable similarities betwen the growth of the three metals, separated only

by the time scale. Titanium's growth lags that of magnesium by 30 years and

that of aluminum by 70 years. All three metals show the same fluctuation

trends in production during the early years, followed by relatively more

*i  stable growth as commercial applications become a larger factor in the

growth. Therefore, it seems reasonable to extrapolate the growth of titanium

to the year 2000 on an exponential basis. A 6% growth rate projected from

1980 corresponds to a probable market in year 2000 to approximately 70,000

tons. The sponge requirement for 70,000 tons is about 150 million pounds of

sponge, about twice the 1982-1984 U.S. capacity. 3owever, prospects are

e-ellent for large new applications to develop that will increase the

capcity projection. Assuming an annual growth rate of 7%, with a doubling

tim of 10 years, U.S. production of 100,000 tons of mill products my be

achieved by 2000.

It is probable that the sponge capacity of the world will lead

denmnd by 15-25%. This has been the history of other metals and could be

&expe d of titanium. With increased supply relative to demand, the price of

titanium pcoduc-s should be redu.ed in the short teia, perhaps as much as

25%. Then it would be followed by increased prices along with the general

coure of cmmdity price variation with inflation. In any case, the violent

1t. " tos experienced during the first 30 years of titanium's growth should

daqpu out considerably in the next 20 years. 4

.
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From 1970 to 1980, the price of rutile pigment increased from 450

to 980 a pound. The more strategically important sponge metal rose in price

from $1.32 to $7.02 a pound in producer contracts. In 1982, the free market

(dealer) price fell to about $2.50 a pound. These price deviations are

characteristic of titaniun's up and down, cyclical market history. 4

A major market problem for the industry is building capacity to

meet demands that are intermittent and have deep low demand periods. The

resulting idle capacity saps earnings and makes capital difficult to attract.

The govVe t, specifically the Department of Defense, would like the

industry to possess the capacity to meet sudden surges in demand. Tese

surges could result from new weapon system program or by varying degrees of

required national mobilization efforts. 5 A historical perspective of the

market profile of titanium is illustrated in figure 8.1 of this section.

B.3.3 U.S. Iwort Reliance.

Rutile has been produced in the U.S. in limited quantitie-s to

date. terefore, U.S. import reliance for rutile has generally been over 90%
of co Kio. err-Mcee's synthetic rutile plant production somewhat

lowers the dependence on imported rutile but has a correspondingly increased

rpliance or imported ilmenite, U.S. im rts of imenite and ruti.l.. in recent

yews have been predominantly from Australia, with imports of slag coming from-

Canada through 1978. In 1978, Sierra Leone, South Africa, and Sri Lanka began

to export rutile to the U.S.; and considerable quantities of slag have been

imported from the Republic of South Africa since 1979. U.S. import reliance

for titanium in lmanite plus slag ranged from 86,000 tons in 1975 to

.- 1
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214,000 tons in 1981, which ranged from 26% to 54% of consumption. Overall,

import reliance for titanium in concentrates has ranged from 43% in 1970 to

65% in 1981. The historical relationship between consution and import

reliance for ilmenite and rutile is shown graphically in figure B.2.

The U.S. has large reserves of titanium in the form of ilmenite,

and produces annually ilmenite concentrates which contain over 180,000 tons of

titanium and several thousand tons of natural rutile concentrate. However,

nearly all of the U.S. titanium sponge metal production has been drived from

imported titanium concentrates. herefore, it is important to state the

reasons for this heavy reliance on foreign raw materials, and to examine the

extent to which dmeastic concentrates could be used if a national emergency

led to a cut-off of overseas imports. Titaniferous slag imports from Canada

are assumed to continue to be available.

An analysis of available U.S. and Canadian raw materials supplies,

* without overseas inports, indicates that the total supply of titanium could

4 equal appoximately the 1981 domestic demand. This assumes that domestic mine

production was at full capacity, and that producers would be augmented by

large quantities of raw material stocks.

As late as 1976-1979, the U.S.S.R. supplied 21% of the titanium

sponge used in the U.S.; but in 1979 and later, it greatly reduced its sales

- and bjegan purchasing ore and metal in world markets. Since more than 65% of

Soviet -9option of titani u is believed to be weaponry, this suggested that

an arm buldup and stockpiling program was in progress. This occurrence

leads one to believe that in the future the Soviet Union will be more of a
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competitor than a supplier to the West for titanium. The Soviet Union is

believed to be building deep-diving, high-speed submarines with hulls of

titanium..1%

B.3.4 Hostile Action Impacts.

The Soviet Union, as a competitor for titanium and as an adversary

of the United States, would most likely stop exports of titanium to the
nations friendly with the U.S. in the event of wr. Therefore, over

one-fourth of all U.S. imports of titanium sponge that has been supplied by

the U.S.S.R. would stop in wartime. Furthermiore, according to the Federal

Emergency 1namt Ageny (FTW, estimated annual U.S. wartime requirements

could be more than three times the level of current U.S. capacity. If one

assumes FEW's forecasts are credible, the U.S. is vulnerable in the event of

a war with the country or countries that are aligned with the Soviet Union.

The same parallel could be drawn with a sea lane blockade that could cause an

import supply cut-off. This vulnerability could be postulated for

the short term at least.

A review of U.S. depene for titanium finds the U.S. is

.*generally dependent on imports for 13% of total supply. During the years

1975-1978, a period of relatively high domstic demands for titanium, Japan

provided 63% of the U.S. imports; the U.S.S.R. 27%; and the U.K. 10%. The

U.S. imports in 1979 were 2500 short tons. This total would have been

9A hantially higher, however, if the U.S.S.R. did not have a high titanium

eqiremnt for a new submarine and if the Japanese did not have a large

requiremnt for desalinization equipmt for the Mile East. Acording to
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F -I , inort dependence will probably increase in the future since foreign

expansion plans exceed domestic production expansion forecasts. 6

yurthero re, continued high demand for titanium sponge may prevent significant

acquisitions for the stockpile during the 1980s. This problem was identified

in a study by the Federal Preparedness Agency entitled, "A Projection of U.S.

Supply and Demand for Titanium Sponge to 1985." The study, published in

February 1978, showed that even without the B-i aircraft, stockpile purchases

.4 would result in an average shortfall of over 5,000 tons per year during the

1980s. Research has been initiated on follow-on B-1 weapons system that may

require large quantities of titanium in the 1980s.

8.3.5 Smmary

The future req-ira-nt for titanium is extemly difficult to

forecast. If we assm that titanium's developmnt will parallel the other

light metals, then we can extrapolate the growth of titanium to the year 2000

exponentially. A 6% growth rate corresponds to a probabIle market in year 2000

to 70,000 tos. This is about twic:t the 1982-1984 U.S. capacity. According

to industry experts, prospects are good that new applications will increase

the cacity projection. Some suggest that a U.S. production of 100,000 tow

of mill products may be achieved prior to the end of this century. Te

questions is then, how vulnerable are we to foreign pressures to include

hostile actions?

It would appear that the U.S. does possess adequate raw resoumces

to imet projected deamnds within the continental U.S. The gap appears to be

in ade te production and production technology to produce the quantities of

].1.
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sponige metal to met mobilization requirements. Given present stockpile and

industry inventories,, it appears the U.S. is vulnerable to foreign actions in

a short term period of 6 months to 2 years. This time period is mainly based

on the brick and mortar time to develop the foundaries and factories necessary

C'. to met an increase of two to three times present demand. This assumes that

the major U.S. producers could develop and apply the technology and production

process; necessary to met demand while the construction (brick and mortor) was

in proes The industry motivation to proceed vigorously in this area would

have to comfrom a high confidence that there would be an attractive rate of

return on capital expenditures$. This confidence could be buttressed by

goverimint guaranteed stockpile expenditures, guaranteed pricing practices,

or, a very real demnd for defense applications because of war time

requiremnt.

11
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B.4 Production and Substitutes.

B.4.1 Introduction.

Titanium metal is a low density, silver white metal with a high

melting point (1670 C). The importance of titanium, as has been previously

stated in this appendix, is due to a conbination of lightness, strength and

resistance to corrosion1 (figure B.3). Titanium is the fourth most

plentiful structural material in the earth's crust; and, is exceeded only by
.? -

aluminua, iron, and magnesium. The two principal ores as stated in appendix

8.2.1 are rutile (94% titanium dioxide) and ilmenite (63% titanium dioxide).

B.4.2 Production.

The production of titanium is essentially a chemical process. The

titanium dioxide ore is combined with chlorine to produce a titanium

tetrachloride liquid. 7he titanium tetrachloride is reacted with sodium in

'nimux s reducers to form titanium dichloride and salt. This mixture is fed

into argon-filled sinter pots which contain additional sodium. The sinter pot

is heated, triggering a second reduction of titanium dichloride to titanium

metal sponge and salt.

After several hours of heating the red hot sinter pot is rmoved

from its furnace and sent to a cooling room. After cooling the pot is opened

and the mixture of titanium sponge dnd salt is chipped out with pneumatic

hamrs and is fed into crushers where it is reduced to proper size for

further processing.
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The titanium sponge is then bleached, water washed, vacuum dried,

and sampled for analysis. The sponge is combined with alloying materials in a

3000 ton press and assembled into electrodes for melting in a vacuum arc

V furnace. 7he consumable electrode is melted to form another consumable

electrode for a second and then a third melt if specified. Thus a homogeneous

ingot of titanium is created after cooling and the copper crucible is striped

- away. The ingot is appeoximately 360 in diameter 12 feet long and weighs

*20,000 pounds. hese ingots are reduced by conventional metal working methods

ino mill peoducts; billets, bais, sheet, and plate. 2

The point of this somewhat tedious production methodology

disussion is to illustrate that the creation of titanium is a complex one

requiring a great amount of capitalization and a huge amunt of highly

reactive metal (sodium) and an equally great amount of energy. The yield of

one pound of titanium mill product of this process is presented in figure 3.4

B.4.3 History of the Industry.

The titanium industry was born in the 1950's as a result of

defense needs. Its birthright has also been its greatest detractor and source

of industry turmoil. The production of titanium metal has thus been tied

inwxriably to the denad for aeroa applications. Seventy percent of the

metal is usd for these applications and as such has been tied to the feast or

f iu of defense budgets and technology changes.

1.22
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Market demands has been extremely erratic (figure 8.5). Because

of large anticipated government and commerical aircraft contracts a number of

cwipaes entered the supply market. Many of the anticipated programs were

teminated due to lack of political and economic suort (e.g. the B-70, SST,

and the B-1). Thus several companies withdrew from sponge production (Union

Carbide, DuPont, Crane Company, Crucible Steel and Dow Chemical) .3 In the

1960's, with in=eased defense spending, and a new generation of commercial

aircraft, capacity was once again developed to meet demand. But, program

terminations once again reduced demand substantially and most of the 1970's

decade saw no change in this pattern.

acent dumand increases in the 1979 and 1980 tiueframe for

cammrcial aircraft and the restart of the B-i program in 1981 created

questions of industry capacity. At this same tie the Soviets withdrew frm

s':Lying western markets and other foreign suppliers began fulfilling

internal markets. Now serious reservations were raised about titanium

production aity in the government. As quickly as demand increas it

faded. Cmrcial aircraft orders dropped, the industry now had overbought

and hd large inventories on hand, goveramnt demand for defense applications

stabilized and the overall down turn in the economy curtailed associated uses

of titanium metal.

",A
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B. 4.4 Present Output - Raw Material Suply.
-2%

The principal raw materials for the production of titanium metal

are rutile and ilmenite. Less than 10% of these raw materials are converted

into titanim metal. The remainder is treated to produce large quantities of
9 %"

pure dioxide used mainly for pigmentation in paints.. varnishes, lacquers,

paper, plastics, rubber,, printing ink, and ceramics. Large quantities of

titanium dioxide could be used for the production of metal instead of pigments

if a national emergency should arise.

Rutile is a raw material containing 94% titanium dioxide and is

found in Australia. Australia supplies nearly all of the imported rutile and

the lower concentrate ibmenite or (63% titanium dioxide) to the U.S. The U.S.

rutile and ilmenite reserves of 18.0 million short tons, about 18 years supply

based on 1979 cin suggest that availability of ore will not be a

problem. Hwever, during 1981 production of U.S. ilmenite was the lowest

since 1950 as a result of reduced production by tw Florida mines. In

-addition, sarco shut down its mine near rlakehurst, New Jersey. This portends

a probla for the future. Since the raw materials are imported, if those

reources are cut off, it may take valuable time to reestablish domestic

,'." mining operations even in light of available reserves. 7hus, the need for raw

¢.w .;.. .ria' A.M kpile£ is i~l~r : ive.
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B. 4.5 Present Output - Sponge supply.
a-a
%Total U.S. sponge capacity was approximately 30,600 tons in 1981.

The major producers and their capacities are:

TLMET15,000 Tons

RMI Co 9,000 Tons

Oregon Metallurgical Corp 4,500 Tons

Teledyne Wah Chang 1,500 Tons

D-H F. Titanium Co. 100 Tons

Nine U.S. coanies produce titanium ingot and they are listed in Table B.5.

Sponge capacity expansion plans were being implemnted in 1981.

. International Titanium announced it would build a 5,000 ton per year plant at

Moses Lake, Washington. Albany Titanium Co. announced a similar plant at

Albany, Oregon of 250 tons expandable to 500 tons. TDE is modernizing to

-'nease capacity to 16,000 tons with potential to 20,000 tons. NUI was

planning to go to 10,000 tons. Oregon Metallurgical Corp similarly, was

increasing sponge capacity to 4,500 tons. !wever, in 1982 the econcmic

downturn curtailed these expansion plans as demand dropped. Table B. 6

provides the estimated U.S. and World capacities.

The problem of insufficient sponge and mill product capacity to

satisfy 11emand st,..ges in rn cent yeax, ,,as cai-1,- by in- "kquate c 'ital

investmnt in new plant and equipment. The industry has been plagued by

volatile demand surges and ity planning has been hampered by low priced

sponge imports and slack demand.
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TITANIL4

TNKE B.5 --Coq anies Producing Titanium Ingot in 1981

Ccapany Plant Location

Crucible, Inc., Colt Industries... . . . Midland, Pa.

Hiomt Corp, Alloy Div-- - Wh.itehall, Mich.

Lawrence Aviation Industries, Inc.---... .- Port Jefferson, N.Y.

Martin Marietta Aluinu , Inc.---..... ....... Torrance, Calif.

Oregon Metallurgical Corp- - --- Albany, Oreg.

amI Co.- Niles, Chio

TeeyeAL vac-. .. .. .. Mmnroe, N.C.

W~edye Wh Chang Albay -- Albarri Oreg.

Titanium Metals Corp. of America-......... ..... Swiderson, Nov.
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C.. TABLE 5.6

Titanium Sponge
Estimated U.S. and World Capacities

(Million Pounds)

1981 1.982 1983 1984 1985

Tinet 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0

an 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0

03T 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0

D-R 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0

'IICA 1.8 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

International Ti (1) - 5.6 5.6 10.0 10.0

Total 60.3 67-68 68-69 76.0 81.0

Estimated World Capacities

United States 60.3 67-68 68-69 76.0 81.0

rbited Kingdom 6.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

japan 60.1 66.0 66.0 66.0 66.0

China (PM) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

U.S.S.R. 90.0 90.0 90-100 90-100 90-100

To~ta1 222.4 ,:. .. 237 237-238 245-255 ':50-260

(1) lwe: Iion Titaniwa, a now COny (1981) hasnoud

!o nr uctin will begin in 1981 for an 1982 capacity of 7 million lbs. rising

to 10 millio lbs. begining in 1983.

Source: hurmu of Industrial aonomics.
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1.4.6 Outlook for the Future.

The aircraft industry still accounts for 70% of the titanium metal

use. Two other major markets include industrial equipment and steel alloying

have been rather stable compared to the wide fluctuations in the aerospace

industry. 7his demand uncertainty has fostered an extremely cautious approach

to developing new processes and expanding caaity.

The demand for titanium for industrial equipment will continue to

grow particularly in the chemical industry since hhe metal is highly corrosive

resistant. Beat exchanges, water desalination equipment, and construction

V materials for underwater craft will provide increases in demand. Other future

:4 uses will include condensers, stem turbines blas, heat echanjers for

nuclear power plants, automobile engine comcting rods and medical devices.

Consaiption by mrket is presented in Table 8.7.
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B.4.7 Substitutes.

One method which has the effect of increasing titanium supplies

is substituting another mineral. Another method which has the affect of

increasing supplies is increasing the efficiency with which available

supplies are consumed.

" The major uses of titanium are keyed to its unique properties of

light weight, high strength, high temperature, and corrosive resistance. The

aerospcm uses accmt for 70 percent of the titanium metal demand and no

suitable substitutes are available which would not require severe performance

penalties. Som alloy steel and aluminum can be used in aircraft structural

a lao but the tradeoff once again is toward decreased performance. The

d--ids in jet engine technology require titanium alloy. in their nfacture

*. and only titanimu parts allow the engine to achieve its performance goals.5

-M-ir are other uses for titanium such as cutting tool bits'It.

(titanium carbide) and welding rod coatings where som substitution can take

place. lor exemple, tungsten carbide can replace titanium carbide and sodium

can repl potassium silicates as welding rod coating. However, the overall

ouantities used here are small copared to the aerospace apliations.

Similarly in pigment, the major use of titanium, titanium dioxide

s , of lower cost and ri.ovides higher opacity and brightness. zinc oxide.

talc, clay, silica, and aluminm can be substixI.ed with performance

degradation and increased cost.
amv , mma interesting peogram ae being acc lished to

inrease the efficieacy with which existing suplies are used. 7hese
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program have the same affect as increasing the productive capacity. There

is a substantial trade-off between increased productive capacity and

stockpile inventory level. Increasing efficiency by one ton is equal to

three tons of stockpiled material similar to the relationship of increasing

capacity. 6

The research and development work is directed to minimize the

piiact of the possible strategic metals shortages and to minimize U.S.

depedu~y Thre are four broad areas of investigation:

(1) Substitutes for items with critical and strategic

mineral content,

(2) ]claution and recovery of critical minerals,

(3) Life extension for aonents, and

(4) Efficient processing.

Substitution includes all those cases in which high-critical

content item are replaced with item of low or zero material content.

• Typical of this research are carbon/carbon and polymide/graphite cortxa,.nts

replacing titanium for jet engine hot-section cominents. Composite

materials research for replacumnt of titanium structural ioqonentis also

being conducted.

2-WclamZ-.-'w-) pro ins are ("O .Siderit.. Uke reco%. -,y of sc. ~and

aent parts. Much material is lost through the mnufacturing processes and

the cutting chip scrap is eqwnsive. Because of the tuwgsten and carbide

content introduced during the machining process little use ws mae of these

chips. Currently one ur is processing the scrap, removing these
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iurities, and is directing the overall purity to be acceptable for the est

rigid specification applications in jet engine hot section parts. Life

extension programs include research component life management i.e.,

developing the optimum replacement time and efficient repair cycles. Another

area of investigation is the use of special castings for increased

performarce and onservation.

Efficient processing includes a wide range of programs which

(a) Powder metalurgy/hot isostatic pressing - this process

involves placing tightly packed powered metal containers conforming closely

to the shape of the desired product. This container is subjected to high

premue (15,000 psi) and high temperature (1700-2000 F) in an autoclave.

T result is a poduct which achieves 100% density of the metal all the

Mhmiical WE and c' to the not shape desired.

() Diffusion Bonding - pressure and heat are used to cause

mulecular banding of two pieces of -tal. This build-up process reduces

intsrial cn ti and maining reqirians

(C) Sforpltic foming - 9huilar to diffusion bonding but

is used for =nluc shapes and actually flown material under bead and

il,.essuro to wet .:hape and12~ reduci.,q machii~ing.

(4) My.mwed casting technology - casting permits the

initial amomt of mitterial required to be reduced and it can be used to torm

inftic :e shapes. 2,ocasting and ti Lmsting are thick slurry processes

which als Prodc extrmly strong iot tures.

134
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r hese are a few examples of research and development which rely

on the build-up techniques rather than material removal techniques. Thus,

conservation if material is achieved. In addition, these methods allow the

opportunity to modify composition in order to impart special properties such

as strength, toughness, corrosion resistance, and hardness. 5

B.5 Mbilization Provisions.

8.5.1 Te Stokpile.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Revision Act of

1979 sets forth the policy and intent of the Congress,

%..to provide for the acquisition and retention of stocks of

certain strategic and critical materials and to encourage the

conservation of sources of such mterials within the United

States and thereby to decr-ease and to preclud , when

prssible, a dangerous and costly dependence by the United

States upon foreign sources for supp1ies of such materials in

the t uns of national emrgency."

The stockpile goals and inventory for titanium is in two foms:1

(In stock pile sets)

hfile 106,000 tons 39,186 tons

Titanium Sponie 195,000 tons 32,331 tons

Met of the ac3imi tions to the stockpile ocoured more than twnty years ago

and as such alast 11,000 ton of the sponge is not of stockpile grade.
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In March 1981 the Administration directed the first addition to

the stockpile in 20 years. However, only $100 million was available in FY81

and $120 million was requested in FY82. The overall stockpile goals are $7

billion short and at those expenditure levels it will take 100 years to

adhieve the required inventory levels.2

The titanium industry has been plagued by volatile demand

surges. 7he stockpile additions could provide a leveling influence if long

term contracts for additions to the base were employed. In addition, a

review and upgrade to the current inventory should be pursued. With any

srge in defense requirments, the United States would not have enough

titanium stockpiled to sustain the aerospace industry one year. The current

and future aerospace systems production could be slowd severly, and this

ispaCt would piedo4-nataely affect aircraft structural caqten.s and jet

* engine production.

3.5.2 Priorities and Incentives.

The Defense Production Act of 1950 provide two major avenues for

attacking strategic and critical mineral problem. First, under Title I, it

povide.s for a systm of priorities and allocatins for materials to meet

defense and energy Aees. tVer this system, the President is authorized to

,eclfy tha' irders relating to r:ational defense " addres"A on a priority

basis and that materials be allocated to promote the national defense. The

system of defense priorities and allmtions is being simpLified to promote

esa and easy use, and, to ensure the system could be expanded

during a iwbliairi. Proposals have also been made to establish set-aides
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under this system for certain critical minerals and materials such as cobalt

and titanium. This would increase the availability of supplies for national

defense programs and provide an equitable distribution among the suppliers. 2

The application of the priorities system with respect to titanium may not

provide a great benefit howver. Since a vast majority of the metal output

already goes to defense needs, a priority system may only transfer material

from one defense program to another with a possible increase cost to both.

Title II of the Act provides for incentives to expand capacity

through loan guarantees, direct loans, and purchase of materials at

guaranteed prices. The titanium industry incentives totalled $900 million.

The titanium industry was born as a result of Title III. A high proportion

of the purchased materials found their way into the stockpile, although som

do not now meet the stockpile specifications.

This concept of assistance to develop production capacity has been used

sucessfully in the past and can be employed now to expand the titanium

industry. Thus, it can fill defense production base gaps and reduce import

de;pedesce. In current stockpile plaming , added domestic capacity reduces

stockpile goals reflect three yeamrs of wartime Osmmption and take into

acumnt damstic production sources.

The " -°r 1iffi-ulty in ".,',th stock-ilin and '\-fense P! ,.duction

Act incentives is the cometition for extremely scarce dollar resources. The

current economic situation, industry operating at 30-40 percent of capacity,

and huge Wemnt deficits severely limit the implentation of crucial

strategic and critical mineral policies.
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B.5 Trnmm - M.BILIZTION PRV'ISIONS

lFederal mergency Mangement Agency, Stockpile Report to the Congress,
October 1981 - March 1982 (Washington 1982), p. 20.

2Desarfent of Coamrce, Critical Materials Requiremnts of the U.S.
Aerospace Izkutry (Washington 1981) p. 224, p. 293.
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Titanium Conclusions.

1. A historical analysis of the titanium industry has revealed that

approximately 70 percent of the titanium metal consumed in the U.S. was for

aerospace applications. Titanium is a major material used for both airframe

structural and jet engine parts in high performance military and civilian

aircraft. The latest aircraft could not have been built with the required

performance specifications without titanium and titanium alloys. Future

military and commercial aircraft are predicted to use titanium in
4

aproxi ately proportion of pounds per unit of production. In addition, the

potential exists for a large number of industrial uses that could emrge to

rival the aerospace industry. Therefore, the demand for titanium in the U.S.

and world markets is expected to grow at a rate of 6 to 10 percent per year

to the year 2000. This rate of growth does not include a full scale

industrial mobilization to support a major war effort.

2. Titanium is the second most plentiful mineral in the earth's crust.

There are vast resources available in the earth to supply worldwide projected

requirements through at least the 21st century. Therefore, one can conclude

that the recovery of ore is a matter of ecor-y; and that the necessity to

improve technology has not been under pressure from econmies and shortages

of reservw zo there h s been 1 i Ltle dr 1 .- force flor massive f ese rCh into

recoverin titanium from domestic grade resources.

3. The current policy of the Depatmnt of Defense is to rely on

private inves t titanium capacity needed to satisfy defem

I
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Titanium Re cmmations.
1. Rec=uend the administration formulate a national policy to insure

that sufficient quantities of titanium sponge are available to -eet expected

domstic and defens demnds during a full scale war time mobilization

effort. This policy should include: 1) a plan to divert non-essential

daaestic uses to defense needs; 2) the enouragement of DOD to use multi-year

contracts; 3) govermnt indentification for private capital investment in

titanium facilities; 4) a program for additional federal funding for

u:malfactuing technology projects to increase the commercial use of titanium.

2. Plcmmend the U.S. continue to import ilmenite and rutile from

foreign sources as a matter of economy; however, a national policy is

required to develop titanium production based on rich doimstic ilmnite

resources. Extensive technology does not seaw to be required in that

proceses exist on the laboratory bench scale that must be carried through

the pilot plant stage. A research and developmnt gove uent funding is

required to bring on line a plant that would produce titanium tetrachloride.

Titanium tetrachloride is the raw material for making sponge from daestic

ijjmenite.

The -,,I my- of Defame should iMpove procurmet practices that

would incluf, but not be limitad to, the use of multi-year contracts.

Further, the DO should ea=zage the goveMuWt to provide low interest on

areed loamm, calerated tax wite offs and direct govermnt furzlnq to

pcointe the um of duwwtic ores in natiral mergency.
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